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Abstract 
 Amorphous Calcium Carbonate (ACC) is a naturally occurring amorphous form of the 

widely distributed mineral calcium carbonate (CaCO3). ACC has been found increasingly as a 

precursor phase, calcium storage site, or strengthening structural phase in a wide array of 

different biomineralizing organisms. An accurate understanding of the widely used classic 

carbonate-water paleothermometry relies on formation of CaCO3 minerals and associated oxygen 

isotope effects. Moreover, ACC has oft been pointed to as a possible reason for non-equilibrium 

isotope effects, also called vital effects, in biogenic carbonates. It is, therefore, vital to 

understand whether ACC can reach equilibrium with its surrounding solution, as well as the role 

of ACC precursors in the isotopic composition and evolution of the final crystalline phase they 

transform into. This study is designed to answer these questions through the precipitation of 

stable ACC by two methods, the alkaline method (AM) which utilizes high pH to precipitate 

ACC, and the silica method (SM) which envelopes precipitating ACC particles in silica vesicles 

to prevent crystallization. These differently precipitated ACCs are then subjected to several 

different experimental treatments. This is achieved by monitoring the crystallization by X-ray 

Diffraction (XRD), and isotopic evolution of the ACC precipitates by Isotope Ratio Mass 

Spectrometry (IRMS) as they age and concurrently crystallize in parent solution, or in 18O 

enriched re-equilibration solution. 

This research indicated a marked difference in the crystallization behaviour, isotopic 

composition, and isotopic evolution of ACC produced by these two precipitation methods. With 

the AM method, ACC precipitates (AM-ACC) crystallized more predictably to calcite and 

maintained δ18O signatures that were slightly lower than the equilibrium CO32- and resisted 

further isotopic exchange with surrounding solution. We propose that the former is mostly due to 

an incomplete DIC-water oxygen isotope equilibrium prior to the AM-ACC precipitation and the 

latter is a result of the high pH of the precipitating solution decreasing the solubility of the 

precipitated ACC phase, disallowing isotope exchange, and favouring crystallization by solid-

state transformation. Conversely, while ACC precipitated using the SM (SM-ACC) yielded 

much more variable results, both in terms of mineralogical identity upon crystallization, and δ18O 

values. Isotopic results were much closer to the expected equilibrium δ18O value for calcite, 

hinting at an expedited oxygen isotope exchange between SM-ACC and parent solution. 

Furthermore, SM-ACC was capable of isotopic exchange with the 18O enriched re-equilibration 

solution, a feat corresponding AM-ACC was incapable of. Overall, our experimental results 

gleaned here that precipitation method or precipitation environment play a critical role in the 

isotopic evolution of precursor ACC to crystalline CaCO3, suggesting ACC as an important 

source of the vital effect. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

1.1 Amorphous Calcium Carbonate: Properties & Precipitation/Characterization 

Techniques 

1.1.1 Properties of Amorphous Calcium Carbonate 

Calcium carbonate, or CaCO3, is one of the most abundant minerals on earth, both in terms of 

mass and biological production (Weiner, 2003). The CaCO3 mineral exists in a number of 

different forms including crystalline polymorphs (i.e., calcite, aragonite and vaterite), hydrated 

polymorphs (i.e., monohydrocalcite and ikaite), and amorphous polyamorphs. Details regarding 

the stoichiometry and structure of these CaCO3 polymorphs, hydrated polymorphs and 

polyamorphs, referred to collectively as poly(a)morphs can be viewed in Figure 1.1. Many 

marine organisms produce calcite- or aragonite-based skeletal hard parts through the process of 

biomineralization, whereby precipitation of CaCO3 is biologically induced (Cölfen, 2010; 

Weiner, 2003; Weiner et al., 2003). Recent scholarship, however, has increasingly noted the use 

of Amorphous Calcium Carbonate (ACC) as a precursor phase to more stable polymorphs of 

CaCO3 in biomineralization processes (e.g., Aizenberg, 1996; Aizenberg et al., 2003a; Jacob et 

al., 2011; Politi et al., 2004). Unlike more stable crystalline CaCO3 polymorphs, which have a 

defined structure and crystal orientation, ACC can vary dramatically in terms of its morphology, 

size, stability, and level of hydration (Lam et al., 2007). Therefore, a simple definition of the 

stoichiometry and ordering of ACC is virtually impossible, as depending on its precipitating 

environment (contributing factors will be discussed later in this chapter) the structure of ACC 

will vary considerably. Generally, biogenic ACC can be found in two different polyamorphic 

forms, one hydrated and one dehydrated. These two forms vary stoichiometrically in the fact that 

hydrated ACC – also called stable ACC – has one mole of water per mole of calcium carbonate, 

while dehydrated ACC – also called transient ACC – does not have bound water (Addadi et al., 
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2003). These forms are considered stable or transient due to the stabilizing effect of bound water 

on ACC, and the fact that ACC crystallization is often linked to dehydration.  

Despite variability in ACC structure depending on precipitation conditions, there are a 

few features that remain consistent. First, it is isotropic in polarized light, meaning it does not 

diffract X-rays, an important factor when discussing how to characterize ACC or confirm its 

presence (Lowenstam, 1972), and second, ACC exhibits no structural order at atomic distances 

greater than 15 Å (Michel et al., 2008). Some short-range order below these atomic distances can 

be expected, indicating proto-structures, which are short-range structures that sometimes 

correspond to the final crystalline CaCO3 polymorph the ACC eventually crystallizes into 

(Cartwright et al., 2012; Levi-Kalisman et al., 2002; Raz et al., 2003). This pre-structuring of 

ACC to yield a certain crystalline CaCO3 polymorph is specifically controlled in nature by the 

biomineralizing organism, and is often done through a complex interplay of additive ions, 

macromolecules, proteins and possible interaction with an organic matrix (Politi et al., 2006).  

The imposition of a proto structure on ACC has also been achieved in lab using additive ions, 

which will be discussed in forthcoming sections.  

 

1.1.2 ACC in Nature 

A study by Beniash et al. in 1997 documented the first evidence of ACC as a precursor 

phase in biomineralization, noting that sea urchin larval spicule growth proceeded first by 

deposition of ACC which then crystallized to calcite over time. Before this point biogenic ACC 

had been observed rarely as temporary CaCO3 storage sites in mollusc granules, gastroliths and 

spicules (Akiva-Tal et al., 2011; Beniash et al., 2009; Politi et al., 2006), as structural stiffeners 

in larval shells, and crustacean cuticles (Raz et al., 2002; Weiss et al., 2002), as well as being 

found in leaf Cystoliths of certain plants (Levi-Kalisman et al., 2002; Setoguchi, 1989). 
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However, all these ACC deposits were uncharacteristically stable, and remained part of the host 

organism for long periods of time, in some cases for the entire lifetime of the organism (Gal et 

al., 2010). Conversely, the discovery that ACC could exist as a temporally transient precursor 

phase indicated that ACC could be much more widespread throughout taxa than originally 

thought. Its existence was likely obscured by its transient nature when removed from the 

stabilizing environment of its host organism.  

This supposition proved accurate, and an increasing number of organisms were found to 

utilize ACC as a precursor phase to calcite or aragonite biomineralization. The larva of the 

gastropod Biomphalaria was later reported to be composed of entirely ACC (Hasse et al., 2000). 

Larval shells of marine bivalves Mercenaria and Crassostrea gigas were found to employ ACC 

as the first deposited CaCO3 phase prior to its crystallization to aragonite and calcite (Weiss et 

al., 2002). Furthermore, it was noted that the striking similarities in the behaviour of these two 

bivalves indicate that this crystallization strategy is likely shared by other, similar taxa (Weiss et 

al., 2002). A detailed distribution of biogenic ACC is provided in Table 1.1. 

Inorganic CaCO3 sources have also been found to harbour ACC. For example, ACC has 

been found within speleothems, CaCO3 deposits which precipitate from drip-water solution in 

limestone caves, and commonly take on the forms of stalagmites, stalactites, or flow-stone 

deposits (Fairchild et al., 2006; Frisia et al., 2002). The isotopic composition of these 

speleothems offer a great deal of useful information about the climate in which deposition 

occurred. For instance, the δ18O of the speleothem calcite can provide information about rainfall 

(Lachniet, 2009), while δ13C can help infer the type and coverage of vegetation over a cave, 

assuming that chemical and isotopic equilibrium was met during precipitation (Fairchild et al., 

2006; Labuhn et al., 2015). One feature of speleothems is that they often contain small pores of 

trapped water within their mass, these are known as fluid inclusions (McDermott, 2004; Swart, 
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2015). Recently ACC has been discovered to co-exist with calcite and aragonite within these 

cave deposits (Demény, Czuppon, et al., 2016; Demény, Németh, et al., 2016). This can 

complicate the isotopic record relayed by the speleothem as the fluid inclusion can re-equilibrate 

with the ACC as it crystallizes to aragonite, and then to calcite via a dissolution-reprecipitation 

reaction (Demény, Czuppon, et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2014) 

 

1.1.3 In-Lab ACC Precipitation 

With the discovery of ACC-producing organisms there has been a concurrent increase in 

molecules, ions, and environmental conditions that are found to stabilize ACC in vitro. The 

precipitation of ACC and its subsequent transformation to increasingly metastable crystalline 

CaCO3 phases is suggested to occur according to Ostwald’s step rule (Navrotsky, 2004; Wang & 

Xu, 2013). This rule, first proposed by Ostwald in 1897 posits that an initial reaction product will 

continuously undergo reactions to form new phases that increase in metastability with each 

crystallization, until the most stable phase precipitates. This process is often referred to as 

Ostwald ripening (Ostwald, 1901; Voorhees, 1985). In the case of ACC this might occur, for 

example, as an initial ACC deposition followed by a transformation to aragonite, and a final 

transformation to calcite. This has been directly illustrated in the calciferous glands of 

earthworms, where ACC has been observed in the initial deposited phase, then dissolving and 

partially recrystallizing as calcite, which in turn transforms to a polycrystalline calcite and then 

finally to a single calcite crystal (Versteegh et al., 2017). This process is thought to be less 

energetically expensive than a direct precipitation of calcite without the intervening steps. Rather 

than overcoming the large energetic barrier associated with this immediate single-crystal 

precipitation, smaller barriers to increasingly metastable CaCO3 polymorphs are subsequently 

overcome. This rule also forms the basis for understanding how ACC precipitation techniques 
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can reduce the free energy of the precipitating system to produce ACC rather than a more stable 

polymorph of CaCO3 

Observations regarding the macromolecules and ions present in biogenically stable ACC 

were used to extrapolate their use as synthetic ACC stabilizing agents. For example, in one 

study, Wang & Xu, (2013) prepared and stabilized synthetic ACC by creating a polymerized 

dopamine layer on which ACC could form, synthetically mimicking the way stable ACC forms 

with adhesive proteins on mussel shells. There has been a number of similar studies over the past 

two decades analyzing the efficacy of different ACC-stabilization methods (Blue et al., 2013; 

Cai et al., 2010; Kellermeier et al., 2010; Lam et al., 2007; Ross et al., 2011; Tester et al., 2014). 

These methods can be broken down into two broad groups – (I) The use of additives, and (II) 

local environmental controls. 

 

1.1.3.1 Additive Method 

An additive is a relatively broad term that applies to any soluble ion or macromolecule 

that prevents the formation of crystalline CaCO3 and helps ACC persist as the primary phase in 

solution (Jung et al., 2019). Different additives achieve this goal by various means, such as 

preventing dehydration, altering coordination geometries, and preventing nucleation (Albéric et 

al., 2018; Bewernitz et al., 2012; Jung et al., 2019). Many stabilizing additives were initially 

found by looking to organic producers of ACC (Ihli, Kim, et al., 2013). It was often found that 

biogenic ACC was stabilized in environments rich in magnesium and phosphate, as well as 

mineral phases with glycoproteins high in glutamic acid and hydroxyamino acids (Politi et al., 

2010; Raz et al., 2003; Wang & Xu, 2013). While many studies introduce synthetic versions of 

these additives, some experiments have isolated actual proteins and molecules from ACC-

producing organisms and successfully used them to stabilize synthetic ACC in vitro (Bentov et 
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al., 2010; Gayathri et al., 2007). Furthermore, when utilizing biogenically produced additives, 

the structure of the ACC and the resultant CaCO3 crystal it becomes are often structurally similar 

to the true biomineral that crystallized in vivo. 

 For the purposes of this thesis the addition of OH- ions to achieve manipulation of parent 

solution pH, was one of the primary methods of ACC stabilization. This precipitation method 

was called the Alkaline Method (AM), based on the method used by Koga et al. (1998). The high 

concentration of NaOH in the carbonate (CO32--) donor solution creates a highly alkaline 

environment for ACC precipitation. If viewed from a thermodynamic perspective, this high pH 

changes several conditions within ACC-water system that consequently decrease the likelihood 

of CaCO3 mineral crystallization. This, therefore, allows for ACC to precipitate before any 

crystalline CaCO3 polymorphs, and to persist for much longer in the system compared to the 

ambient conditions. Koga et al. (1998) noted that the activation energy for the induction of 

crystallization rose from 152 to 304 kj mol -1, which was facilitated by the observation that the 

crystallization temperature in the CaCl2-Na2CO3-NaOH system varied depending upon the pH of 

the system or the concentration of NaOH (Kojima et al., 1994). This also revealed that pH 

drastically affects the particle size, morphology, and crystallization dynamics of ACC. As pH 

increases there is a concurrent rise in the content of Ca(OH)2 as a crystallization product, and the 

ACC crystallizes at increasing dehydration temperatures as well as decreasing in overall particle 

size. This is all evidence of increasing disorder within the ACC-solution system, and the 

decreased number of possible nucleation sites. This was further characterized by an observed 

increase in the activation energy of crystallization. In later studies (Rao et al., 2016; Rodriguez-

Blanco et al., 2012), it has been asserted that this pH dependence is linked to a short-range 

structure of ACC, and the binding strength of the Ca2+ and CO32+ ions within precursor clusters. 

As pH and the binding strength of these ions are inversely related to the stability of the ACC, 
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higher pH leads to a lengthened metastable phase in the crystallization landscape (Ogino et al., 

1987; Rodriguez-Blanco et al., 2012; Rodriguez-Blanco et al., 2011). Furthermore, solutions 

containing ACC have a higher relative supersaturation with respect to CaCO3 with increasing pH 

levels (Rodriguez-Blanco et al., 2011).  There is also evidence that pH affects the local 

environment of stable prenucleation clusters that form prior to transformation to a metastable 

polymorph of CaCO3, preventing them from reaching an appropriate, or critical, size to induce 

further particle aggregation or crystallization (Gebauer et al., 2008). 

Furthermore, one of the known factors that induces the formation of an amorphous 

mineral is a highly rapid increase in Ca2+ and CO32- ion concentration – i.e. dumping of CaCl2 

(Ca2+-donor) parent solution into Na2CO3 (CO32--donor) solution rather than slow, precise 

pouring – in the system, as this is known to inhibit larger crystal growth (Simkiss, 1991). This 

rapid nucleation rate favours a smaller particle size, another common trait of amorphous 

minerals. Another factor considered for AM was the solution used to clean the precipitate. 

Ethanol has been used successfully in ACC stabilization in various experiments (e.g., Chen et al., 

2013; Koga & Yamane, 2008; Lee et al., 2005; Seo et al., 2005). Organic solvents, such as 

ethanol among other light alcohols, can significantly reduce the solubility of carbonates, and 

stabilize the ACC phase, causing it to remain the primary phase in solution (Li et al., 1999). 

 

1.1.3.2 Environmental Control Method 

The alternative to the additive method of stabilizing ACC is controlling the local 

environment in which it precipitates. The use of additives in stabilizing ACC is associated with a 

few problems, specifically, post-precipitation treatments such as drying or washing that often 

mitigate the additives’ ability to stabilize ACC. Therefore, the use of a specific environment that 

favours the precipitation of ACC and helps it persist can be very useful in creating ACC that is 
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stable, and relatively “pure” in the sense that there is no contamination by additive chemicals or 

ions. One study by Ihli et al. (2013) uses freeze-drying to yield pure ACC that remains stable 

over long periods of time. This was achieved by immersing a container of supersaturated CaCO3 

solution in a liquid nitrogen bath. As the solution freezes the reacting ions, CO32- and Ca2+ are 

pushed closer and closer together by the encroaching ice front resulting in high supersaturation 

and causing ACC to form, which is then stabilized by the cold temperatures. Other works using 

aerosol precipitation similarly seek to form additive-free, stable ACC (Xto et al., 2019). 

One of the most popular methods in environmental-control ACC stabilization is isolation, 

where the volume in which ACC precipitates is limited. This method of reaction volume 

restriction is also known as ‘confinement’, which can be seen as any environment that limits the 

number of dimensions in which nucleation is allowed to occur, thereby changing the 

thermodynamics and kinetics of the mineralizing system (Meldrum & O’Shaughnessy, 2020). A 

great deal of crystallization processes in nature are known to occur in vesicles or other isolating 

environments, away from bulk solutions (Stephens et al., 2010). This provides a great many 

advantages to a biomineralizing organisms, such as depression of freezing and melting points, a 

control over crystal formation locality, and most importantly, stabilization of metastable phases 

and assistance in polymorph selection (Meldrum & O’Shaughnessy, 2020). 

To understand the effect of isolation on ACC stabilization, a basic understanding of 

nucleation is necessary. Classical biomineralization of CaCO3 begins with precipitation of a 

mineral phase from a solution that is supersaturated with respect to a specific polymorph, calcite, 

for example. The initial stage of polymorph precipitation is characterized by fluctuations in 

concentration of ions in the solution, and the formation of clusters of the new phase once ion 

concentrations exceed the solubility constant of the phase of interest. Classical nucleation theory 

tells us that if these clusters reach a certain size (or a critical size). they will grow to reduce the 
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free energy of the system. This requires the system to summit a free energy barrier to nucleation, 

the height of this barrier relies on several factors such as spatial concerns and heterogeneous 

nucleators (Whittaker et al., 2016). For example, in a bulk solution at ambient temperature and 

pressure with sufficient available ions of Ca2+ and CO32-, calcite will readily precipitate as it has 

the lowest solubility product of the CaCO3 polymorphs (Simkiss, 1991). However, with an 

increasing number of organisms known to employ amorphous precursors it is becoming clear 

that the direct precipitation of the most stable polymorph is not nearly as common in nature as 

once believed (Addadi et al., 2003; Akiva-Tal et al., 2011; Beniash et al., 2009; Jacob et al., 

2011; Politi et al., 2006; Raz et al., 2003) 

Precipitation of carbonates in confinement provides a number of environmental factors 

that favour the persistence of an amorphous phase and disfavour the formation of more stable 

crystalline phases. This is achieved through several thermodynamic and kinetic methods. Firstly, 

the nucleation rate is greatly reduced, small volumes both exclude impurities and greatly reduce 

the probability of nucleation sites forming (Meldrum & O’Shaughnessy, 2020; Simkiss, 1991). If 

a nucleus of critical size is unable to form, then supersaturation can increase past the solubility 

product of any crystalline CaCO3 polymorph allowing for ACC to form instead. This also leads 

to a strong dependence of polymorph selection on the pore-size, or volume-size in which 

precipitation occurs. For example, when researchers utilized the contact point between two 

crossed glass cylinders as spaces for carbonate growth, vaterite, rather than calcite, was observed 

to precipitate in pores of sufficiently small diameter (Wang et al., 2017).  For another example, 

ACC tended to be the persistent phase when 10-50 µm liposomes were used as the precipitating 

environment (Tester et al., 2011). Various confining environments have been successfully used 

to isolate and confine growing ACC particles, including glass, phospholipid bilayers consisting 

of 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) or 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-
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phosphocholine (DPPC), as well as collagen fibrils and silica coatings (Kellermeier et al., 2010; 

Ping et al., 2016; Ross et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2017). Interestingly, these methods have been 

utilized not only to study the effect of confinement on crystallization, but also to create these 

confined spaces to assist in industrial methods, and pharmaceutical delivery. The silica method, 

or SM, relies on limiting the volume in which mineralization occurs to control the amorphous 

phase and prevent aggregation and nucleation of ACC particles. 

 

1.1.4 Characterization of ACC 

1.1.4.1 Considerations when Characterizing ACC 

Characterizing ACC can be a somewhat complicated endeavor. The technique used is 

dependent on the feature of ACC being examined – most commonly, amorphousness, 

topography and appearance, short-range order, and relative fractions of the CaCO3 

poly(a)morphs present in the precipitate. Most characterization techniques involve some measure 

of sample preparation such as grinding, mounting, coating, heating, or purification (Atkins, 

1978; Goldstein et al., 1975; Smith, 2011). This presents a problem when characterizing ACC 

due to its unstable nature. For example, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a popular 

technique for imaging CaCO3 crystals, as it elucidates surface topography, chemical 

composition, and crystalline structure at magnifications as high as 1 µm (Goldstein et al., 1975). 

However, to perform this characterization using typical SEM machines, the sample is bombarded 

by incident electrons that are usually accelerated to energies between 2 and 1000 keV (Henini, 

2000). Both sample storage prior to characterization, and sample preparation for characterization 

involve heating samples to temperatures above 100 ℃. This can make SEM a poor candidate for 

unstable ACC characterization as these preparatory steps are likely to crystallize an ACC sample 

before it is even transported to the SEM facility. Therefore, characterizing ACC using SEM is 
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only appropriate given that the precipitate is sufficiently stabilized, either by additives or 

precipitation environment, to prevent crystallization during preparation or characterization. 

When such additives are present SEM has been used successfully to image both biogenic (e.g., 

Aizenberg et al., 2002; Gago-Duport et al., 2008; Gayathri et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2008), and 

synthetically produced (e.g., Günther et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2007; Ihli et al., 2013; Zou et al., 

2015) ACC. These issues could be solved using an alternative imaging process, such as an 

environmental SEM (ESEM) which operates using specialized apertures to minimize electron 

loss and requires minimal sample preparation. This addresses the need to image materials in 

conditions as close to their natural settings as possible, however, typical SEM machines can take 

images at higher spatial resolutions (Wang & Lee, 2008).  

ACC is known to sometimes display short-range order that has some predictive power in 

terms of the final polymorph it transforms into. These differences in short-range order (over 

areas of < 0.5 nm) can be elucidated by extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) 

analysis (Addadi et al., 2003; Levi-Kalisman et al., 2002). This characterization technique 

provides a quantitative impression of the local atomic structure of the material being analyzed 

(O’Day et al., 1994). Through mathematical manipulation of the EXAFS results, the arrangement 

of atoms around the central calcium ion of ACC and accurate interatomic distances can be 

determined, as well as differences in short-range order (Becker et al., 2003). For example, a 

study by Weiner et al. (2003) showed the short-range order of three different biogenic ACCs 

illustrating how they differed and theorizing that this difference was subject to biological control. 

Likewise, another study by Becker et al. (2003) using EXAFS, showed that deposits of biogenic 

ACC had a short-range order (structure of first coordination shell) that corresponded to the 

crystalline phase it crystallized into. Figure 1.3 features examples of the typical characterization 

techniques used to confirm ACC amorphousness and investigate topography and appearance. 
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For the purpose of this study verifying amorphousness of precipitates, or polymorphic 

identity upon crystallization was considered to be of the greatest import. The characterization 

techniques and considerations are outlined below. 

 

1.1.4.2 Characterizing Amorphousness 

Possibly the most important, and obvious, feature of ACC is its amorphousness, or whether it 

lacks long-range order (> 15 Å), this is also the most relevant to this thesis.  This is a useful 

diagnostic test to confirm the presence of ACC either as a stable mineral, or as a precursor phase 

to more crystalline CaCO3 polymorphs. As there are no telltale signs of the amorphousness of 

ACC visible to the human eye, confirming a precipitate as ACC is an essential step in most 

studies of this polyamorph of CaCO3. There are three basic methods typically used to determine 

the presence of ACC – X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

(FTIR), and Raman spectroscopy.  

XRD is most commonly used to determine the orientation of a single crystal, to determine the 

identity of an unknown material, and to measure the size, internal stress, and shape of small 

crystalline regions (Kontoyannis & Vagenas, 2000). A brief description of the nature of this 

method of testing is required to illuminate its use as an ACC characterisation method. The 

required radiation is produced in an X-ray tube. An X-ray tube must always contain two 

electrodes, an anode (the target metal) which is almost always at ground potential, and a cathode 

which is at high negative potential. The cathode is normally on the order of 30,000-50,000 volts 

for XRD work. Upon the release of this radiation, the beam of electrons will strike the target at 

high velocity and produce X-rays which radiate in all directions. These rays will consist of 

several different wavelengths of varying intensities. These differences are a product of the tube 
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itself and the material the electrons interacted with. Electrons are either produced using gas, or 

hot filaments (Atkins, 1978). 

Typically, CuK⍺ X-ray diffraction is used to analyze the various poly(a)morphs of 

calcium carbonate. In this case, copper as its target metal, producing characteristic K lines on the 

continuous spectrum (Atkins, 1978). The copper anode is chosen over other possible target 

metals such as molybdenum, iron, or cobalt because the wavelengths produced by the Cu anode 

are reasonably long (1.5406 Å). Furthermore, this wavelength notably matches the interatomic 

distance of crystalline solids, and thus provides the highest resolutions for the materials in 

question for this study. This is also the most commonly used anode for the identification of 

CaCO3 poly(a)morph character for both synthetic and biological samples (e.g., Aizenberg et al., 

2002; Demény, Németh, et al., 2016; Rodriguez-Blanco et al., 2011). Indeed, when alternative 

methods are used, they are often corrected to Cu-K⍺ radiation to normalize their data with the 

existing literature (e.g., Gago-Duport et al., 2008; Levi-Kalisman et al., 2000). XRD can be 

incredibly useful as a method for confirming amorphousness of a precipitate, being both fast, and 

relatively simple.  

 The typical spectra of all amorphous and crystalline CaCO3 poly(a)morphs can be viewed 

in Figure 1.1. XRD spectra can not only differentiate between poly(a)morphs but elucidate the 

molar fraction of each polymorph within the system by comparing the reflection peaks that are 

individual to that polymorph. This evaluation cannot be applied to the molar fraction of 

polyamorphs to polymorphs. For instance, the fraction of calcite to aragonite in a mineral sample 

can be determined by comparing the 104-reflection peak unique to calcite, and the 221-peak for 

aragonite. However, due to the lack of peaks, the XRD spectra cannot, for example, estimate the 

relative fraction of ACC to calcite.   
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The XRD results for ACC typically feature large hump-like peaks, referred to as broad 

diffuse maxima, or sometimes as haloes, centered at the 2θ around 20o and 45o (Figure 1.3-(C)), 

hinting that there is some order within the ACC precipitate, even if this is not expressed as 

crystalline peaks. XRD spectra can be reported in either relative intensities or counts, both are a 

measure of the intensity of the deflected X-rays, but relative intensities will correct all spectra to 

the same scale, which is useful for displaying polymorphic identity (Atkins, 1978). When 

reported in counts, an observer can see the actual intensity of the scattered X-rays  increase with 

transformation from ACC to a crystalline polymorph of CaCO3, corresponding with an increase 

in long-range order (Radha et al., 2010). XRD can also be useful for studies of ACC because it 

can be used in conjunction with a programmable heating apparatus and the crystallization of 

ACC with dehydration can be directly monitored (Koga & Yamane, 2008).  

The difficulty with the XRD method is the unstable nature of ACC, and its tendency to 

crystallize. For this reason, there are both timing and methodology constraints on characterizing 

ACC using XRD (Kontoyannis & Vagenas, 2000). Though XRD hints at a short-range order, 

there is no indication of what that may be. For example, XRD might tell you that the precipitate 

is amorphous, however, it would not be able to differentiate between proto-vaterite and proto-

calcite. Moreover, ACC is generally destabilized by dehydration, and can be caused to crystallize 

by manual grinding (Radha et al., 2010). When using XRD, the sample must be ground into a 

fine powder to be mounted. Due to the unstable nature of ACC grinding of precipitates was 

performed immediately before characterization to limit post-filtration crystallization as structural 

water may cause interference on the spectra.  

FTIR and Raman spectroscopy are also widely used to characterize ACC. Raman 

spectroscopy provides the molecular fingerprint of the sample of interest using inelastic 

scattering phenomenon (Lewis & Edwards, 2001), while FTIR is a form of vibrational 
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spectroscopy, relying on either the absorption, reflection, or transmission of infrared light 

(Smith, 2011). Raman spectroscopy can be highly useful in confirming or dismissing 

amorphousness in a CaCO3 sample, furthermore, sample preparation for this technique is 

relatively non-destructive. Like XRD the appearance of the Raman and FTIR ACC spectra are 

distinct from that of crystalline CaCO3 polymorphs, showing broad humps rather than sharp 

peaks (Figure 1.2C) (Aizenberg et al., 2003; Koga & Yamane, 2008; Raz et al., 2002). FTIR is 

also capable of illustrating amorphousness, in a process similar to both of the aforementioned 

techniques. ACC spectra are characterized by broad humps at around 3400-3500, if the ACC is 

hydrated, and 1400-1500 cm-1 rather than sharp peaks (Figure 1.2-A) (Evans et al., 2019; Koga 

& Yamane, 2008). The locations of these broad humps, correspond to specific vibrations, O-H 

stretching of bound water (if ACC is hydrated), and the carbonate ion respectively (Koga et al., 

1998; Politi et al., 2004).  Many studies have used all three (i.e., XRD, Raman and FTIR) 

characterization techniques simultaneously (e.g., Ajikumar et al., 2005; Blue et al., 2013; 

Rodriguez-Navarro et al., 2015), to illustrate the presence of ACC, and often, the change in each 

corresponding spectrum as it crystallizes. For the purposes of this study XRD was used as the 

primary characterization technique as it sufficiently illustrates amorphousness of freshly 

precipitated ACC while limiting sample damage associated with preparation. Furthermore, this 

technique determines which CaCO3 polymorphs are present in a sample after ACC crystallizes.  

 

1.2 Classic Carbonate-Water Oxygen Isotope Thermometry – Successes & Challenges 

Calcium Carbonate (CaCO3) minerals – the most abundant biologically-produced 

minerals – have, for some time, made up the backbone of various fields of Earth and 

Environmental study (Addadi et al., 2003; Meldrum & O’Shaughnessy, 2020; Weiner et al., 

2003). Decades of research into these minerals has created an increasingly robust understanding 
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of how formation conditions can imprint themselves upon these forming minerals and record 

certain conditions such as temperature (Samuel Epstein et al., 1951; S. T. Kim et al., 2007), and 

ocean chemistry (Immenhauser et al., 2016; Zeebe, 1999). The study of stable isotope 

geochemistry has been widely used in the reconstruction of paleoclimate environments for over 

half a century. In the early 1950s it was observed that, if in isotopic equilibrium with 

precipitating water, calcite’s oxygen isotope composition is temperature dependent (McCrea, 

1950). Two substances, i.e., calcite and water, attain isotopic equilibrium when the exchange of 

stable isotopes between the two phases ceases to occur. This state is reached when chemical 

equilibrium has been established (Epstein & Mayeda, 1953). Therefore, a calibration can be 

established between formation temperature and carbonate oxygen isotopes – allowing for the 

estimation of past ocean temperatures based upon biogenic marine carbonates that formed at that 

time. These calibration curves are typically created using inorganic mineral synthesis in lab at 

precisely controlled temperatures (Coplen, 2007; Epstein et al., 1951; S.-T. Kim & O’Neil, 1997; 

S. T. Kim et al., 2007; McCrea, 1950) Accurate use of these temperature calibrations requires 

knowledge of the original oxygen isotope composition of the precipitating solution, as well as a 

supposition that isotopic equilibrium between precipitating solution and precipitating carbonate 

was established (S.-T. Kim & O’Neil, 1997).  Reaching this point of isotopic equilibrium is a 

requirement for the calculation of an effective temperature-dependent equilibrium oxygen 

isotope fractionation factor between the precipitating solution, and the carbonate mineral (S.-T. 

Kim & O’Neil, 1997; S. T. Kim et al., 2007).  

Problems arise with using this calibration when the precipitating carbonate is not in 

isotopic equilibrium with its surrounding solution, which can lead to the carbonate bearing a 

disequilibrium, or kinetic, isotope signature. These kinetic isotope effects are normally linked to 

rapid, one-way, incomplete processes, which can impart the resultant carbonate with high 
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magnitude fractionations that do not reflect environmental conditions of formation 

(McConnaughey, 1989b, 1989a). There are many reasons why a precipitating carbonate may fail 

to reach equilibrium with its precipitating solution including carbonate nucleation kinetics 

(Given & Wilkinson, 1985), insufficient growth rates (Gabitov et al., 2012), or relative 

proportions of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) species in precipitating solution (Devriendt et 

al., 2017; Zeebe et al., 1999). Perhaps most ambiguously, some kinetic isotope effects are 

attributed to the specific biology and metabolism of the biomineralizing organisms itself, 

summarized in literature by the catch-all term “vital effect” (Addadi et al., 2003; Erez, 1978; 

Pérez-Huerta & Fred, 2010; Ziveri et al., 2003).  

Among the variety of possible sources for this vital effect is the role of non-classical 

biomineralization pathways, specifically the precipitation first of an amorphous precursor phase 

prior to transformation to a more stable crystalline biomineral. Here lies the potential relevance 

of ACC to our current understanding of CaCO3 stable isotope geochemistry, and to a more robust 

understanding of classic oxygen isotope carbonate-water paleothermometer. Specifically, 

uncertainty remains regarding whether ACC can reach isotope equilibrium with its surrounding 

water, and perhaps more importantly, once this ACC transforms to a more stable crystalline 

polymorph of CaCO3 will it still bear the isotopic signature of the initially precipitated ACC.  

 

1.2.1 Isotopic Geochemistry of ACC: A review of existing scholarship 

Despite the widespread use of ACC by various taxa, little is understood about its’ 

isotopic composition and evolution, and more specifically, the geochemical importance of these 

features. Very few studies have, to date, probed how the use of an amorphous precursor phase 

effects the incorporation and evolution of stable isotopes as it transforms to a more stable 

crystalline mineral. Furthermore, though these studies did investigate stable isotopes of either 
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magnesium, calcium, or oxygen, only brief mention is made regarding the potential relevance of 

these studies to a more nuanced understanding of stable isotope geochemistry. Instead, the 

majority of current research revolves around identifying crystallization pathways in these 

systems. Furthermore, most of these studies have investigated magnesium-rich ACC (Mg-ACC) 

as a precursor to magnesium rich calcite (Mg-calcite) or dolomite.  

One early study performed by Schmidt et al. (2005) synthesized dolomite (CaMg(CO3)2) 

at various temperatures via an Mg-ACC precursor to determine the effect on the δ18O signature 

of the resulting dolomite. When Mg-ACC was synthesized at low temperatures (20 ˚C), there 

was an enrichment in 18O compared to the precipitation solution, the Mg-ACC maintained this 

signature even when the temperature of the system was raised to 60 ˚C following precipitation. 

Significantly, the dolomite that the Mg-ACC eventually transformed was more depleted with 

respect to the 18O isotope than the precursor Mg-ACC, and comparable to isotopic equilibrium 

fractionation of water and dolomite at 60 ˚C. However, this dolomite-water equilibrium value 

was extrapolated from the high temperatures equation (200-800 ˚C) developed by Northrop & 

Clayton, 2015 making its efficacy at low temperatures unclear. This study also precipitated Mg-

ACC at 60 ˚C and maintained this temperature as it transformed to dolomite. In this case the 

resultant dolomite’s isotopic composition compares well to the dolomite in the previous 

experiment where the temperature was changed to 60˚C following initial Mg-ACC formation. 

However, the initial Mg-ACC precipitated at 60 ˚C is isotopically lighter than its 20˚C 

counterpart. It was also found that when dolomite transformed from higher relative amounts of 

Mg-ACC, the resulting dolomite would be isotopically heavier, closer to the isotopic 

composition of the initially precipitated Mg-ACC. From this study researchers indicated that the 

δ18O composition of Mg-ACC is temperature dependant, that crystallization of Mg-ACC to 

dolomite proceeds by a dissolution-reprecipitation reaction, as well as the possible effect of 
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relative amount of Mg-ACC to water on the δ18O value of the final dolomite (Schmidt et al., 

2005). 

Other studies used synthetically enriched isotopes to probe the crystallization pathway of 

ACC. Giuffre et al. (2015) added ACC to solutions that were “spiked” with especially high 

amounts of the heavy 43Ca and 25Mg isotopes.  This was done to determine whether the 

crystallization of ACC to calcite proceeded via a direct precipitation, or dissolution-

reprecipitation pathway, and therefore, whether the final calcite would ultimately record the 

isotopic signature of the initial precipitating solutions, or the solution in which ACC transformed 

to calcite. It was found that this depended upon the amount of ACC added to the secondary 

solution, with decreasing amount of ACC relative to surrounding solution, the final isotopic 

signature would be increasingly consistent with the secondary spiked solution rather than the 

natural-abundance solution in which the ACC was originally precipitated. This indicates that 

ACC likely crystallizes to calcite by completely dissolving in solution and reprecipitating as 

calcite, bolstering the claims of the previous study by Schmidt et al. (2005) (Giuffre et al., 2015).  

 A subsequent study by Mavromatis et al. (2017) looked at the influence of a precursor 

Mg-ACC phase upon the magnesium isotope signature of the subsequent Mg-calcite it 

transformed into (Mavromatis et al., 2017). They noted a high initial magnesium isotope 

fractionation between the Mg-ACC and precipitating water which grew subsequently more 

negative as it transformed to crystalline Mg-calcite. The Mg-calcite that had transformed via the 

Mg-ACC precursor notably bore a more negative magnesium isotope signature than the Mg-

calcite that was precipitated directly from solution. 

 Some isotopic investigation has been performed in vivo on ACC produced by 

earthworms (Versteegh et al., 2017). The earthworm L. terrestris produces ACC as a milky fluid 

in specialized organs, called gastroliths, within its calciferous glands. This ACC then crystallizes 
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to an ACC-calcite granule before being deposited into the soil as calcite. The δ13C values of the 

various CaCO3 transformation precipitates were monitored and were found to become 

significantly more negative with each subsequent crystallization. These differences in isotopic 

signatures are again, used to infer that the transformation of ACC to calcite was likely to have 

occurred via dissolution-reprecipitation, rather than direct precipitation. 

Most recently Dietzel et al. (2020) examined oxygen and clumped isotope fractionation 

during the formation of Mg-calcite from an Mg-ACC precursor. Clumped isotope fractionation is 

a relatively recent advancement in isotopic investigation and monitors the fractionation of doubly 

substituted isotopologues, in this case Ca13C18O16O2, which form temperature dependant 

stochastic abundances of the rare 13C-18O bond (Ghosh et al., 2006). This is especially useful 

because clumped isotope composition is independent of the isotopic composition of the 

precipitating solution, a dependence that is a common complication with traditional stable 

isotope fractionation (Ghosh et al., 2006). Samples in this case were monitored for isotopic 

composition as the Mg-ACC crystallized in solution, and in air. The researchers found that the 

δ18O values of the Mg-calcite that formed via the Mg-ACC precursor were highly variable, and 

very dependent upon the primary DIC species present in solution. This caused a very high initial 

fractionation between Mg-ACC and precipitating solution; however, there was a subsequent 

rapid exchange between the Mg-ACC and water as crystallization to Mg-calcite occurred 

resulting in a final crystalline precipitate that was almost in equilibrium with water. This 

suggests the crystallization of ACC occurs via dissolution-reprecipitation. Finally, the clumped 

isotopes of the Mg-calcite seemed to be unaffected by the crystallization pathway, and are 

therefore suggested as an attractive alternative for paleoclimate reconstruction when amorphous 

precursor phases are at play (Dietzel et al., 2020) 
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Figure 1.1. Unit cell rendering, crystal orientation type and typical XRD spectra of CaCO3 polymorphs. Unit 

cells – Calcite, Monohydrocalcite, Ikaite - (Costa et al., 2016), Vaterite, Aragonite - (M. Zhang et al., 2020). 

XRD spectra from ICDD database  (ICDD. PDF-2+, 2002) 
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Figure 1.2. Common ACC characterization techniques and examples. (A) Typical Fourier 
Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy of pure ACC (H. S. Lee et al., 2005). (B) Raman 
spectra of pure ACC (Ihli, Kim, et al., 2013). (C) X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) spectra of ACC from 
this study. (D) Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) of Silica stabilized ACC (Kellermeier et 
al., 2010) and (E) Transmission Electron Microscopy of additive-free ACC (top right shows 
corresponding XRD output)  (Ihli, Kim, et al., 2013). 
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Abstract 
 

Over the past several years Amorphous Calcium Carbonate (ACC) has been identified as 
a precursor phase in calcium carbonate (CaCO3) biomineralization, as calcium storage reservoir, 
or a structural component of organisms spanning various phyla of the animal and plant 
kingdoms. As a result, the past few decades have seen abundant research into the ways by which 
one can synthesize stable ACC. This study presents the first, to the best of our knowledge, direct 
comparison of two different ACC precipitation methods in terms of their ability to stabilize 
ACC, and the way in which they direct ACC crystallization. Firstly, ACC is precipitated by 
increasing the pH of the parent solution to such a point that transformation to a more stable 
crystalline polymorph of CaCO3 is disfavoured, this was referred to as the Alkaline Method 
(AM). Alternatively, precipitation was achieved by utilizing SiO2 to form isolating envelopes or 
vesicles around precipitating ACC, preventing the particle nucleation needed for ACC 
crystallization, this technique was referred to as the Silica Method (SM). Both precipitation 
methods produce ACC-containing solutions which are either immediately filtered or left sealed 
in parent solution from periods ranging from 1 to 5 weeks. As a result, we were able to monitor 
the ACC precipitates as they transformed to crystalline CaCO3 in air or in parent solution. 

These AM and SM precipitates are compared using X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis, to 
discern whether they remain ACC with increased time in parent solution or air. Significant 
differences are found in the success with which these two methods stabilize ACC, as well as 
differences in the poly(a)morphic evolution of the respective AM and SM-ACC precipitates as 
they begin to crystallize. Our results indicate that the high pH conditions of the AM favour a 
faster and more predictable transformation from ACC to calcite in parent solution. Conversely, 
SM-precipitated ACC is both slower, and more variable in terms of crystallization with time 
aging in parent solution, often transforming to CaCO3 that features a mix of different 
polymorphs and hydrated polymorphs of CaCO3, including calcite, vaterite and 
monohydrocalcite. When AM and SM-ACC precipitates were allowed to crystallize in air they 
also displayed different behaviour, with AM-ACC maintaining complete amorphousness for a 
period of 48 hours, while SM-ACC began to transform to crystalline CaCO3 within 24 hours. 
However, this same SM-ACC was able to resist complete crystallization in air for longer than 
AM-ACC precipitates. The results of this study may help direct further research with regard to 
the study of ACC in particular, as longer ACC-lifetimes, and higher ACC-stability is vital to 
understanding ACC on its own, as opposed to ACC as a transient precursor to more stable 
polymorphs of CaCO3. 
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CHAPTER 2: PRECIPITATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF STABLE AMORPHOUS 

CALCIUM CARBONATE (ACC) 

2.1 Introduction 

 In recent years, there has been a marked interest in the behaviour of minerals that 

crystallize via a non-classical pathway, or by a method other than direct precipitation (Addadi et 

al., 2003; Bewernitz et al., 2012; Jacob et al., 2011; Mass et al., 2017; Radha et al., 2010) Indeed, 

many unanswered questions, including the mystery of the “vital effect” – where the isotopic 

signal conveyed by a biogenic carbonate is in clear disequilibrium with its formation 

environment -  can possibly be explained by alternative precipitation pathways – more 

specifically, CaCO3 transformation via an amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) precursor (e.g., 

Addadi et al., 2003; Weiner, 2003). There have been numerous studies investigating different 

ways to precipitate ACC precursors in the laboratory by using a variety of additives (e.g., Bentov 

et al., 2010; Blue et al., 2013; Ihli et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2008) and/or a wide range of 

precipitation conditions (Ihli, Kulak, et al., 2013; Konrad et al., 2016; Meldrum & 

O’Shaughnessy, 2020; Stephens et al., 2010), which both promote the formation of ACC, a 

polyamorph of CaCO3 and prevent subsequent transformation to one of the many crystalline 

polymorphs of CaCO3 (i.e., calcite, aragonite, vaterite) or hydrated crystalline CaCO3 

polymorphs (i.e., monohydrocalcite, ikaite). These many forms, (i.e., amorphous, crystalline, 

hydrated crystalline) of CaCO3 can be collectively referred to as poly(a)morphs.  

Isotopic “doping” has been a popular method for tracking this alternative crystallization 

pathway and involves “spiking” different components of parent materials with heavy isotopes, 

such as 43Ca and 25Mg, to track how these isotopes are incorporated into the final crystal 

structure in order to trace the exact crystallization pathway (Giuffre et al., 2015). This spiking 

method successfully illustrates that the crystallization of ACC to calcite occurs via a dissolution-

reprecipitation pathway (Giuffre et al., 2015). 
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 With implications for industry, mineralogy, geochemistry, and paleoclimatology, among 

many others, it is no wonder that a deep and nuanced understanding of biomineralization, or how 

organisms develop their mineral shell parts, is an essential field of scientific study. The utility of 

an amorphous phase in biomineralization is obvious as it possesses a number of interesting 

physicochemical qualities when compared to its more stable and mature crystalline counterpart. 

These include higher solubility, an ability to incorporate a variety of inclusions, and fewer spatial 

concerns. This means that ACC-producing organisms do not have to accommodate a specific 

crystal structure until there is a need for new crystalline CaCO3 biominerals, making an 

amorphous phase (e.g., ACC) an ideal precursor to biomineralization (Simkiss, 1991). To use a 

metaphor, consider a piece of Ikea furniture – a customer is provided with the raw materials and 

instructions to assemble the final product, but transport and maneuvering of the piece is made 

much easier by the fact that it is disassembled. Likewise, an amorphous phase may be stored and 

transported before it gains the rigid and relatively immobile crystal structure that it was destined 

for. Furthermore, due to the use of an additive, interaction with an organic matrix, or an 

environmental condition, an amorphous phase will crystallize into a predictable and intricate 

mineral phase by a biomineralizing organism (Bentov et al., 2010; Weiner et al., 2003). More 

and more biomineralizing organisms are found to produce such amorphous precursors (Gago-

Duport et al., 2008; Gal et al., 2010; Jacob et al., 2011; Jung et al., 2019; Mass et al., 2017; 

Weiss et al., 2002). 

 ACC forms in nature in conjunction with several different stabilizing agents, which make 

synthesizing and quantifying an amorphous phase in the laboratory an intricate and many-faceted 

problem because there are many avenues of stabilization that could be used. It is therefore 

beneficial to consider the problem at the energetic level. In the classical understanding 

biomineralization, the final mineral phase precipitates directly from ions in solution, and ion 
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concentrations in the solution must exceed the solubility product to induce the nucleation of the 

mineral phase in question (Simkiss, 1991). For example, the solubility product of calcite (Ksp = 

[Ca2+][CO32-]) is 3.36 × 10-9  at 25 ˚C (Schwartz, 2002) while the reported solubility product of 

ACC (Ksp = [Ca2+][CO32-]) ranges from 4.0 × 10-7  (Brecevic & Kralj, 2008) to  1.35 × 10-6 

(Bergwerff & van Paassen, 2021). Therefore, at this temperature, the phase with the lower 

solubility product, or the less soluble phase (i.e., calcite) is expected to precipitate first. 

However, it is often found in nature that organisms do not achieve nucleation in the simple and 

ambient conditions typical in lab-based mineralization experiments. Biomineralization is 

generally achieved by some interaction between ion pumps that maintain a selective 

concentration of ions, and nucleation is induced by a charged surface or due to interaction with a 

heterogenous nucleator (Bentov et al., 2009). Therefore, organisms may biomineralize within 

specialized, isolated areas of their bodies, or perhaps induce the crystallization of an amorphous 

precursor such as ACC (Akiva-Tal et al., 2011; Bentov et al., 2010; Meldrum, 2003). If a system 

either lacks sufficient additives or is not under precipitation conditions to allow ACC to persist, 

then the crystalline phase will form immediately (I to IV in Figure 2.1) because the energy 

barrier to this crystallization process is lower than the corresponding solubility product of the 

amorphous phase (Simkiss, 1991). In order to prevent direct precipitation of the crystalline 

phase, and instead, favour the formation of an amorphous precursor (I to II in Figure 2.1), there 

must be an energetic barrier to the nucleation of the more stable crystalline phase. This allows 

the mineralization to occur in a more controlled manner based on the Ostwald step-rule. This rule 

states that the initial reaction products will continuously undergo a series of reactions that form 

new products, each less soluble and more stable than the previous product (Ostwald, 1901), a 

principle that is illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
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 ACC precipitation is almost always performed in conjunction with an additive or a local 

precipitation condition that provides an energetic barrier to prohibit spontaneous nucleation of a 

crystalline phase (Aizenberg et al., 2002; Bentov et al., 2010; Blue et al., 2013; Gower, 2008; 

Kellermeier et al., 2010; Njegić-Džakula et al., 2011). Additives are soluble ions or 

macromolecules, such as magnesium ions (Mg2+), phosphate, or poly(aspartic) acid, that interact 

with the crystallizing system in a myriad of ways to prevent crystallization and assist ACC in 

persisting in the system (Ihli et al., 2013). In addition, the crystallization of ACC can also be 

prevented by controlling its precipitating environment.  For instance, very cold temperatures (Ihli 

et al., 2013), and physical isolation (e.g., Meldrum & O’Shaughnessy, 2020; Tester et al., 2011), 

have both been successful in preventing the crystallization of ACC. Researchers have examined 

natural processes to aid in identifying potential additives and precipitation conditions that 

provide a barrier to spontaneous crystallization such as using either matrix proteins isolated from 

ACC-producing organisms (e.g. Aizenberg, 1996; Bentov et al., 2010). Biomineralized structures 

in nature play incredibly intricate roles that are often exquisitely tailored to specific organisms. 

This high level of control over the structure of these biominerals serve to confute the widespread 

use of spontaneous, uncontrolled crystallization in nature. Overall, the methods by which ACC 

can be stabilized fall into 5 broad categories - (I) high supersaturations, (II) isolation, (III) low 

temperatures, (IV) presence of additives/interaction with a biological matrix and (V) interaction 

with heterogeneous nucleators (See Chapter 1 for more detailed information). These complex 

interactions allow a biomineralizing organism to exert precise control over the final crystal form, 

tailoring it to their individual needs (Addadi et al., 2003).  

Despite recent studies that use different stabilization methods to investigate the 

transformation pathways of ACC to calcite (Giuffre et al., 2015; Konrad et al., 2016; Rodriguez-

Blanco et al., 2012; Versteegh et al., 2017), or to probe how long these methods successfully 
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stabilize ACC (Kellermeier et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2005; Ross et al., 2011; Stephens et al., 2010; 

Xu et al., 2014), there has not yet been a study which directly compares ACC precipitation 

methods, monitoring their success in stabilizing ACC, and probing their crystallization 

behaviour. This is notable considering the increasing number of organisms that are found to use 

an amorphous phase as a metastable step in the development of their own mineral parts, whether 

they are composed of CaCO3 or some other biominerals (e.g., calcium phosphates), Therefore, 

this study aims to investigate the crystallization behaviour of calcium carbonate minerals 

(CaCO3) when the initial precipitated phase is ACC. This is achieved by using two different 

stabilization methods that stabilize the metastable ACC phase preventing its transformation to 

crystalline CaCO3: (1) the additive method and (2) the environmental control method.  

 

2.2 Experimental Methods 

2.2.1 Preparation of Thermally and Isotopically equilibrated Ca2+ or CO32- donating Parent 

Solutions  

A series of 20 mmolal calcium ion (Ca2+) donor parent solutions were prepared by 

dissolving CaCl2 in deionized water (ID: KW-15Mar21) and were stored in 1 L Pyrex® bottles at 

25 °C ± 0.1 ˚C. These Ca2+-donor parent solutions were used for both of the two separate 

stabilizing methods described in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 to supply Ca2+ ions for ACC 

precipitation. In addition, two separate sets of carbonate ion (CO32-)-donor parent solutions were 

prepared to supply an equimolar supply of CO32- ions and facilitate the precipitation of ACC. For 

the Alkaline Method (hereafter referred to as the AM), a solution of 20 mmolal Na2CO3 and 200 

mmolal NaOH was prepared by dissolving first NaOH pellets, followed by anhydrous Na2CO3 

powder in 1 L deionized water (ID:KW-15Mar21). For the Silica Method (SM), a solution of 20 

mmolal Na2CO3 was first prepared by dissolving anhydrous Na2CO3 in 1L deionized water (ID: 
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KW-15Mar21). Subsequently, several millilitres of sodium metasilicate (Na2O(SiO2)∙H 2O) 

solution with 26.8 % wt% as SiO2 was added to the Na2CO3 solution to yield a Na2CO3-SiO2 

solution of 31 mmolal SiO2. All of the Ca2+- and AM-/SM-CO32--donor parent solutions were 

sealed in Pyrex® media bottles, wrapped with Parafilm® to avoid evaporation, and then placed 

in a 25 ± 0.1°C water bath for 58 days. A minimum of 44 days was estimated to establish oxygen 

isotope equilibrium among DIC species and water in the AM-/SM-CO32--donor parent solutions 

at 25 °C given their pH range (> 10) (Beck et al., 2005) 

All chemicals used in this study were ACS-grade and they were weighed out using a 

Sartorious® weighing scale, while the volumes of the solutions were accurately measured by 

using a volumetric flask. A pipette was also used to remove excess water if necessary. Deionized 

(DI) water (κ = ~ 0.6 µS cm-1 or ~18 MΩ) was used for all solution preparation. This water was 

kept in a High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) carboy with a cap and was labelled as “KW-(date 

prepared)”. The stock DI water was regularly tested for its oxygen isotope composition (relevant 

to Chapter 3) whenever it was used or refilled. Prior to use all Pyrex® media bottles were 

cleaned in an acid bath containing ~5 % hydrochloric acid (HCl) for 2-7 days. Following this 

acid cleaning, the media bottles were removed, rinsed thrice with tap water, twice with reversed 

osmosis (RO) water, and once with DI water before being placed in a drying oven for a 

minimum of 24 hours. 

 

2.2.2. The Alkaline Method  

 The AM utilized (1) a high alkalinity solution for higher supersaturation, (2) temporally 

quick ion concentration increase – in this case a rapid Ca2+ and CO32- concentration increase, and 

(3) anhydrous ethanol as a stabilizing precipitate wash. 50 mL of the Ca2+--donor parent solution 

was rapidly dumped into the 50 mL AM-CO32-donor parent solution in a glass beaker (see 
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Figure 2.3). Initial attempts of parent solution mixing, utilizing a reaction chamber instead of a 

glass beaker, were not sufficiently fast, and always resulted in calcite formation without an initial 

amorphous phase. This was due to the reaction chamber structure, specifically the small mouth 

through which donor parent solutions had to be poured, necessitating careful transferring of two 

donor solutions together, rather than the immediate pouring utilized in traditional ACC 

precipitation. Therefore, this method of using glass breakers, over the reaction chamber, was 

favoured.  

Upon immediate mixing of the Ca2+- and AM-CO32--donor parent solutions the resultant 

solution is referred to as an AM-ACC solution, as XRD later confirms that all solutions contain 

ACC at this time point. Following donor parent solution mixing the ACC-solution was measured 

using an Oakton® pH electrode. The ACC-solution was then subjected to 2 post-ACC-

treatments in which precipitated AM-ACC was either (1) left in parent solution, or (2) 

transferred to an 18O enriched re-equilibration solution (relevant to Chapter 3). Both post-ACC-

treatments also necessitate the immediate filtration of several AM-ACC precipitates without 

aging in parent or re-equilibration solution. When the crystallization of AM-ACC in solution 

over time was investigated, the AM-ACC-solution was decanted from the beaker to a 100 mL 

Pyrex bottle, wrapped in Parafilm™ and placed in the 25 ± 0.1 °C water bath for 1-5 weeks.  

Upon immediate filtration and subsequent X-Ray Diffraction (henceforth, XRD) analysis 

(see section 2.2.4) of some AM precipitates (~30 % total precipitates), all of them were 

confirmed to be amorphous. Therefore, it was assumed that the primary precipitate in the 

solution is ACC. All immediately filtered, unaged AM precipitates are referred to as AM-ACC 

precipitates, following any time aging in solution they are known as AM-CaCO3 solutions prior 

to filtration and AM-CaCO3 precipitates post-vacuum filtration due to their variable 

poly(a)morphic nature, as confirmed by XRD. AM-CaCO3 precipitates were vacuum filtered 
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through a Millipore® 0.45 µm polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane disc filter, and 

subsequently rinsed with ~50 mL of anhydrous ethanol. The resulting solid AM-ACC or AM-

CaCO3 precipitates, were then dried in a 70 °C oven for a minimum of 24 hours (see Figure 2.3). 

Unless the resulting precipitates were set aside for XRD analysis, they were then finely ground 

using a mortar and pestle, weighed, and stored in a glass carbonate storage vial.  

 

2.2.3 The Silica Method 

  Kellermeier et al. (2010)’s precipitation method resulted in ACC that was highly 

volumetrically constrained with respect to its crystallizing environment, and ACC tended to 

persist in solution for an indefinite period with sufficient metasilicate concentrations of >1870 

ppm (~31 mmolal). Notably, this method was not intended to synthesize ACC, but was rather to 

create hollow silica nanoparticles and subsequently destroy the ACC within. These silica 

vesicles, collected by removing ACC, can be used for industrial purposes. Therefore, 

Kellermeier et al. (2010)’s method had to be modified in this study to maintain ACC in solution 

by using ethanol to stabilize ACC during filtration. 

 When precipitating ACC by the SM, 50 mL of the Ca2+-donor parent solution was first 

rapidly transferred into the 50 mL of the SM-CO32--donor parent solution. Following brief 

mixing, the pH of the SM-ACC-solution was measured using an Oakton® pH electrode. This 

solution was then either immediately vacuum filtered through a Millipore 0.45 µm PVDF 

membrane disc filter, and subsequently rinsed with ~50 mL of anhydrous ethanol or sealed in a 

100 mL Pyrex glass bottle and returned to the water bath (25 ± 0.1 ˚ C) for aging experiments. 

The vacuum filtered precipitates, whether ACC upon immediate filtration (SM-ACC 

precipitates), or some mix of poly(a)morphs of CaCO3 (henceforth SM-CaCO3 precipitates), for 

all experiments were placed in a glass petri dish and dried in a 70 ˚C ± 0.3 ˚C oven for ≥ 24 
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hours prior to grinding with a mortar and pestle and storage. Please refer to Figure 2.2 for an 

illustration of this method. 

 

2.2.4 XRD Characterization of Calcium Carbonate Poly(a)morphs  

Following the precipitation and vacuum filtration a number of the resultant AM-CaCO3 

or SM-CaCO3 precipitates were washed with anhydrous ethanol and immediately taken to the 

McMaster Analytical X-Ray Diffraction Facility (MAX) without drying in the oven. The solid 

AM-CaCO3/SM-CaCO3 precipitates were not ground until immediately prior to XRD analysis. 

The mineralogy of each precipitate was identified using a Bruker D8 DISCOVER diffractometer 

equipped with a Bruker Vantex600 and a CuK⍺ sealed tube source which produces a wavelength 

of 1.5406 Å.  

To analyze the precipitates with CuK⍺ radiation, small amounts (less than ~1 mg) of the 

dried and ground AM/SM-CaCO3 precipitates were flattened and packed onto a small glass rod 

and mounted into the instrument (See Figure 2.4 for reference). The raw diffraction data from the 

XRD analyses was corrected into a plot of 2θ versus relative intensity patterns, which is a typical 

plot for mineral identification and composition. Some diffraction data was corrected to a plot of 

2θ versus counts because it this is useful for tracking the precipitate progression from amorphous 

to partially or fully crystalline, because the values in counts are not normalized to the same scale. 

Mineral phases, if present, were identified using the International Center for Diffraction Data 

(ICDD) PDF-4+ 2021 Diffraction Database (ICDD. PDF-2+, 2002), which provides diffraction 

and instrument data for a large number of organic and inorganic materials. The search or match 

was performed in Diffrac.EVA V5.2 from Bruker (DIFFRAC.EVA | Bruker, n.d.) for mineral 

analysis.  
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2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1: Overview of XRD Analysis for ACC and crystalline CaCO3 

The instability, and likelihood of rapid crystallization of ACC, required an analytical test 

that is quick and relatively simple for its characterization (Günther et al., 2005). XRD analysis 

provides this quality even though it has some drawbacks. Typically, Cu-Ka X-ray diffraction is 

used to analyze the various polymorphs of CaCO3. This subset of XRD uses Copper as its target 

metal, producing characteristic K lines on the continuous spectrum (Cullity, 2001). Copper is 

chosen over other possible anode metals such as Molybdenum, Iron or Cobalt because the 

wavelengths produced by the Cu anode are reasonably long, around 1.5406 Å (Cullity, 2001). 

Furthermore, this anode tends to be the most commonly available, with the most useful 

wavelength and is therefore favoured for more mundane concerns such as budget and 

accessibility. This wavelength of the Cu anode notably matches the interatomic distance of 

crystalline solids, and thus provides the highest resolutions for the CaCO3 polymorphs being 

characterized. The Cu anode is also the most commonly used for the identification of both 

synthetic and biogenic CaCO3 poly(a)morphs (e.g., Aizenberg et al., 2002; Demény et al., 2016; 

Rodriguez-Blanco et al., 2011). Indeed, when alternative methods are used, the spectra are often 

corrected to Cu-K⍺ radiation directly compare their data with the existing literature (Gago-

Duport et al., 2008; Levi-Kalisman et al., 2000).  

The typical spectra of four common polymorphs of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) as well as 

the polyamorph of stable ACC, are displayed in Figure 2.3 and summarized in Table 2.1. XRD 

can not only differentiate different polymorphs, but also elucidate the molar percent of each 

polymorph within the precipitate by comparing the reflection peaks that correspond to a specific 

polymorph. For instance, the fraction of calcite to aragonite in a can be determined by comparing 

the fractions of the 104-reflection peak unique to calcite, and the 221-peak for aragonite 
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(Kontoyannis & Vagenas, 2000). This peak-comparison method can be helpful in monitoring the 

transformation from an amorphous precursor phase to a crystal form, as well as determining the 

effect of different additives and precipitation conditions upon the crystallization. Furthermore, 

XRD can be incredibly useful as a method for confirming the presence of an amorphous 

material. For example, amorphousness can be confirmed in about 10 minutes because any 

crystalline peaks that exist would have already been evident typically within the first few 

minutes of XRD analysis.  

 The XRD spectrum of ACC is notable for the fact that despite being called amorphous, 

there is some spectral characteristics, meaning ACC does not scatter light randomly in all 

directions as it would if it fit the true definition of “amorphous”. Large hump-like peaks, referred 

to as broad diffuse maxima, centered at around the 2θ of 20o and 45o are typical of an ACC-XRD 

spectrum. (Figure 2.3), which indicate that there is some semblance of order even though there is 

no express crystalline character. When these broad diffuse maxima in the XRD patterns are 

lower, it indicates relatively less short-range order (Radha et al., 2010). XRD can also be useful, 

especially in conjunction with a programmable heating apparatus, to monitor the crystallization 

of ACC with dehydration (Koga & Yamane, 2008).  

In terms of the drawbacks, there are both timing and methodological constraints on the 

characterization of ACC using XRD owing to the unstable nature of ACC (Kontoyannis & 

Vagenas, 2000). Although XRD hints at the short-range order of an ACC precipitate, there is no 

clear indication of what exactly this is – for example, this short-range structure might correspond 

to proto-calcite-, proto-aragonite-, or a mixture (Khouzani et al., 2015; Gebauer et al., 2010). 

Moreover, ACC is generally destabilized by dehydration and structural water may cause 

interference on the spectra. ACC can perhaps lose its orientation by manual grinding, too (Radha 

et al., 2010). This presents an issue as the precipitate being characterized must be ground into a 
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fine powder when using XRD. X-ray absorption extended fine structure (EXAFS) and Fourier 

Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) methods can more clearly elucidate the aforementioned 

low-level order, discern between stable and unstable ACC, and even predict the final polymorph 

the amorphous phase may crystallize into through study of the short-range order (Addadi et al., 

2003; Cartwright et al., 2012). FTIR also allows us to calculate the ACC/calcite ratio in a 

precipitate that is midway through crystallization (Hodson et al., 2015). However, it should be 

noted that XRD analysis was sufficient in this study as a CaCO3 characterization technique 

among ACC and three polymorphs of CaCO3. 

 

2.3.2: General Observation of ACC Formation and Crystallization 

 Our findings directly illustrate a significant effect of two different ACC stabilization 

methods (i.e., the AM & the SM) on CaCO3 transformation in the CaCO3-H2O system. Upon 

immediate filtration following precipitation the SM produced an ACC precipitate with a partially 

transparent colour and gel-like consistency, which dried to a white powder when left in the 70 ˚C 

± 0.3 ˚C drying oven (Figure 2.5). In contrast, the immediate precipitate by the AM (AM-ACC) 

showed an appearance of a white powder, rather than a gel-like appearance (Figure 2.5). The 

SM-CaCO3 precipitates maintained their initial appearance regardless of their aging time in 

parent solution; however, the AM-CaCO3 precipitates began to show a distinctly yellowish 

colour after 1 week of aging in parent solution. This change in colour, from white to yellow, was 

found to correspond the transformation of ACC to crystalline calcite, as confirmed by XRD. 

In this study, the XRD spectra were used to identify the mineralogy as well as the 

amorphous nature of the AM/SM-CaCO3 precipitate. All dried CaCO3 precipitates spontaneously 

transformed to either entirely calcite, or a mix of calcite and other CaCO3 poly(a)morphs. It was 

observed that the manual grinding prior to the XRD analysis appeared to induce or expedite 
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crystallization – as early AM/SM-CaCO3 precipitates that had undergone manual grinding hours 

prior to XRD analysis were much more likely to be crystalline upon XRD analysis than those 

that were ground immediately prior to XRD analysis. This grinding-related crystallization can 

mostly be avoided by waiting until the last possible moment to grind the precipitate for XRD 

analysis and manual grinding of the precipitates was thus carried out as close to the time of the 

XRD analysis as possible. Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show an example of the spontaneous 

crystallization in air where precipitates are observed to crystallize when left undisturbed, these 

are all images of the same precipitate (1 AM, 1 SM) extracted from the same petri dishes. They 

display the crystallization of AM-/SM-ACC precipitates to crystalline CaCO3, showing XRD 

spectra (a) immediately after filtration, (b) after 1 hour on the XRD stage, and (c) after 24 hours 

following the initial precipitation and vacuum filtration. It should be noted that each time stage 

represents a different collection from the same precipitate, rather than the exact same collected 

precipitate characterized repeatedly. 

 

2.3.3: Progression of AM-ACC Crystallization 

 The AM-CaCO3 precipitates showed a predictable transformation from ACC to the most 

stable CaCO3 polymorph – calcite - with increasing aging time both in air (Figure 2.6) and in 

parent solution (Figure 2.7). Figure 2.6 illustrates that AM-ACC precipitates in air did not show 

any evident crystalline components (a) upon immediate filtration, (b) after 1 hour and (c) after 24 

hours. On the contrary, they became entirely calcite (d) after 48 hours. Accordingly, all the 

precipitates from the AM are believed to spontaneously crystallize to calcite when they are left 

undisturbed outside of solution. Figure 2.6-(d) clearly shows this spontaneous transformation as 

the increasing peak intensities of the XRD spectra indicates the transformation to crystalline 

calcite. 
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 Meanwhile, the AM-CaCO3 precipitates aged in parent solution showed a completely 

calcitic nature almost immediately (Figure 2.8-(a) vs Figure 2.8-(b)). Figure 2.7 shows that some 

of the AM-CaCO3 precipitates had crystallized to calcite within 24 hours, which was evident 

from both the appearance of calcite peaks and a sharp increase in the peak intensities. However, 

Figure 2.8 shows that other CaCO3 crystalline phases, aside from calcite, were present in a few 

of the AM-CaCO3 precipitates. More specifically, there was XRD evidence of traces of vaterite 

(~3%) within AM-CaCO3 precipitates that had aged for 24 or 48 hours in parent solution 

(Figures 2.8-(b), 2.8-(c) and 2.8-(d)). Following this 48-hour aging time, almost all AM-CaCO3 

precipitates characterized are found to be calcite, with the exception of one, (AM•1W•NS•2), 

that had some evidence of vaterite, perhaps because this was the precipitate most recently 

filtered, but the second one characterized using XRD, therefore, it was the youngest precipitate 

and had less time to undergo crystallization (see Figure 2.8(e)-(f)). 

 

2.3.4: Progression of SM-ACC Crystallization 

 In contrast to the AM-CaCO3 precipitates, the SM-CaCO3 precipitates crystallized much 

less readily and remained somewhat amorphous, with evidence of multiple CaCO3 

poly(a)morphic phases within most precipitates. Figure 2.9 shows that the SM precipitates aged 

in air were completely ACC at up to 1 hour but contained both ACC, vaterite and calcite after 24 

hours. These precipitates also showed a steady progression towards higher crystallinity when 

they remained in air. This on-going crystallization process was evident from a steady increase in 

peak intensity and the gradual disappearance of the large humps associated with the presence of 

ACC. However, this crystallization process was not complete and there was still a great deal of 

amorphous material left after 24 hours despite the appearance of some small peaks (Figure 2.9-

(c)).  
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 For the SM-CaCO3 precipitates aged in parent solution, ACC crystallization occurred in a 

much more gradual manner when compared to the identically treated AM-CaCO3 precipitates 

(Figures 2.7 vs 2.10). Immediate filtration predictably produced SM precipitates that were 

entirely amorphous and this was confirmed by the lack of XRD peaks, as well as extremely low 

XRD spectrum intensity (Figure 2.10-(a)). After 24-hours aging in parent solution, some small 

XRD peaks appeared; however, these SM precipitates were mostly amorphous and maintained a 

relatively low peak intensity (Figure 2.10-(b)). SM precipitates that stayed in solution for 48 

hours (Figure 2.10-(c)) have an almost identical XRD pattern to their 24-hour counterpart. SM-

CaCO3 precipitates, after 1 week aging in parent solution, show much more intense peaks, 

implying a more crystalline nature (Figure 2.10-(d)). Nevertheless, Figures 2.10-(d)-(e) still 

show a low intensity curvature pattern of ACC, along with the stronger crystalline CaCO3 peaks. 

This spectrum resembles the ACC curvature pattern from 1 and 2-week aged precipitates in 

parent solution, with higher crystalline peaks; this mixed poly(a)morphic character - mostly 

crystalline with evidence of ACC - is still seen in the SM-CaCO3 precipitates that had been aged 

in parent solution for 2 weeks. After 48 hours in parent solution peaks corresponding to the 

monohydrocalcite phase appear and remain present in SM-CaCO3 precipitates until dehydration 

occurs and these peaks disappear. It is interesting to note that SM-CaCO3 precipitates that had 

been in dry storage for two months following an initial 4 weeks of aging in parent solution (used 

in re-equilibration experiments in Chapter 3), still showed a “mixed” character of containing 

both ACC and calcite (Figure 2.10-(f)). 

 The SM-CaCO3 precipitates had yielded a variable mix of CaCO3 poly(a)morphs. Unlike 

the precipitates prepared by the AM, no SM-CaCO3 precipitates characterized in this study were 

entirely calcite. Indeed, SM-CaCO3 precipitates that were aged in parent solution consistently 

showed an interesting mix of ACC and calcite, often with a third crystalline polymorph, either 
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aragonite (Figures 2.11-(e)) or most commonly monohydrocalcite (Figures 2.11-(c),(e),(f)). This 

is particularly interesting because monohydrocalcite (CaCO3∙H2O), one of two hydrated 

polymorphs of CaCO3, is a relatively rare and an unstable phase of CaCO3 (Kimura & Koga, 

2011; Neumann & Epple, 2007). Monohydrocalcite was consistently observed the XRD-

characterized SM-CaCO3 precipitates, and it appeared in almost all precipitates after 2 weeks.  

 

2.3.5: Comparison with previous literature 

The crystallization behaviour, and poly(a)morphic evolution of ACC precipitated using 

the AM were fairly uniform and predictable, while the behavior of SM precipitates was more 

variable. To assess the impact of these observations, they must be compared to previous studies 

that prepared ACC using similar methods. ACC precipitated via the AM transformed rather 

quickly and predictably to calcite – after 24 hours aged in solution, and after 48 hours aged in air 

(see Figure 2.6, 2.8 (a)-(b)). The study by Koga et al. (1998) served as inspiration for this 

method, precipitating ACC in aqueous solutions that varied in pH. However, this study heated its 

resultant ACC precipitates to directly test how pH affected crystallization temperature; the final 

crystalline product was stated to be calcite (Koga et al., 1998). A later study, by Koga & Yamane 

(2008) compared two types of ACC – one prepared in water (ACC-AQ) and one prepared in 

ethanol (ACC-ET) – gradual heating was applied to dehydrated precipitates of each to monitor 

the crystallization process. The ACC-AQ crystallized at around 600 K to calcite in a single step 

corresponding to thermal dehydration, conversely, ACC-ET underwent two steps – first at ~ 600 

K when a poorly crystalline calcite phase with traces of vaterite formed, and then at 825 K when 

the precipitate was fully crystalline and calcitic in nature (Koga & Yamane, 2008).  

Though these studies both observed ACC as it was subjected to increased heat as opposed 

to the constant temperature conditions maintained in this study (25 ˚C ± 0.1 ˚C), parallels can be 
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drawn between these precipitates, and those from this study. Firstly, a similar, rapid 

crystallization to calcite is observed both in parent solution, and in air (Koga & Yamane, 2008; 

Koga et al., 1998). Secondly, the traces of vaterite in crystallized ACC-ET noted in the study by 

Koga and Yamane (2008) were also observed in AM-CaCO3 precipitates – although these were 

washed with ethanol during vacuum filtration rather than precipitated within it. This might 

indicate that ethanol can initiate this intermediate dehydration step even if it is not the parent 

solution. Overall, the AM-CaCO3 precipitates of this study behaved comparably to ACC 

prepared in similar manners in previous studies. However, it must be noted that this is the first 

study to monitor ACC prepared in highly alkaline solution as it ages in parent solution at 

constant temperature (25 ± 0.1 ˚C)  

Several studies have observed the influence of the silica on the ACC system (e.g., Gal et 

al., 2010; Kellermeier et al., 2010; Kitano et al., 1979; Nakashima et al., 2018). These have been 

performed both biogenically, such as in the case of Cystoliths – small calcified bodies that form 

with in special cells of certain plant leaves (Gal et al., 2010), as well as inorganically by adding 

silica ions to supersaturated solutions of CaCO3 (e.g., Gal et al., 2010; Kellermeier et al., 2010; 

Nakashima et al., 2018). These studies all illustrated the stabilizing effect of silica ions – 

specifically how they surround and isolate ACC and stabilize it for periods of time. A few 

studies synthesized silica-stabilized ACC similarly to the SM and several similarities can be 

noted between the precipitation and crystallization behaviour of the precipitated ACC. One study 

by Gal et al. (2010) tests the thermal stability of silica-stabilized ACC at increasing silica ion 

concentrations; it was observed that increasing concentrations corresponded with an increase in 

the crystallization temperature of the precipitates and with increasing periods of co-existence of 

ACC and calcite within the same precipitate. This matches well with the observed co-existence 

of ACC and calcite observed in this study, though this previous study observed none of the 
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metastable crystalline polymorphs of CaCO3 as noted in SM-CaCO3 precipitates. This may be 

due to the inherent differences in methodology, as this experiment did not age ACC in parent 

solution, but rather applied heat to filtered and dried ACC precipitates (Gal et al., 2010). The 

study by Kellermeier et al. (2010) assessed silica-coated ACC’s crystallization by repeatedly 

washing the same precipitates until only crystal remained. They indicated that ACC would be 

permanently stabilized at concentrations of > 1870 ppm, and found precipitates to be still fully 

amorphous and coated in silica after 1 year (Kellermeier et al., 2010). However, solutions with 

lower SiO2 concentrations were observed to crystallize to calcite, with some vaterite detected. 

This was not observed in this study, as ACC prepared using the SM had these same high silica 

concentrations (31 mmolal or 1870 ppm) but predictably began showing evidence of crystalline 

CaCO3 polymorphs within 24 hours in parent solution – see Figure 2.9, 2.11-(a)-(b). 

Furthermore, there is no mention made in this previous study regarding the potential for this 

method to produce monohydrocalcite, which was often observed in SM-CaCO3 precipitates 

alongside calcite and ACC – see Figure 2.11-(c),(d),(f). This may have been due to the effect of 

aging in parent solution, as all of the precipitates in the Kellermeier et al. (2010) study were 

subjected to immediate filtration and drying. Nakashima et al. (2018) prepared ACC similarly 

but did not report the crystallization behaviour of the ACC they prepared, though they noted that 

preparation in a methanol solution aided in stabilizing ACC. It appears that the environment in 

which ACC crystallizes plays a very important role in its path to crystallization, and immediate 

filtration may simplify a more complex process.  

 

2.4. Conclusions 

 While the AM and SM were both intended to stabilize ACC, they differed greatly in the 

manner in which they achieved this goal, as well as their overall success. Furthermore, they 
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showed differing behaviour when comparing precipitates that were aged in air as opposed to 

aging in parent solution, as well as showing very different results in terms of the CaCO3 

poly(a)morphs that each ACC precipitate eventually transformed into. Results here show that the 

AM is possibly more successful, over short periods, in stabilizing ACC in air – as AM-ACC 

precipitates saw no appearance of crystalline XRD peaks with 48 hours exposed to air, while 

with the SM-ACC precipitates, crystalline peaks appeared after a 48-hour period. This could 

mean that the SM-ACC is more susceptible to the effects of dehydration that occur under such 

ambient conditions. However, the SM was seen to be more successful at maintaining some 

fraction of an ACC phase, as well as a monohydrocalcite phase, even after several months 

following filtration as seen in Figure 2.8-(b). Therefore, it is likely that SM-ACC precipitates 

may begin crystallizing sooner in air than AM-ACC precipitates, however, they resist complete 

crystallization to calcite in air with much greater success. 

 With aging in parent solution results are somewhat different. AM-CaCO3 precipitates 

crystallize almost immediately with time in solution and are completely calcite within 1 week 

aging in solution. However, SM-CaCO3 precipitates display a much more gradual crystallization 

process with time in parent solution. AM-CaCO3 precipitates show consistent evidence of 

vaterite when allowed to age in solution for 24 and 48 hours, as confirmed by XRD. However, 

with one exception, phases apart from calcite are not seen after 1 week of aging in parent 

solution. SM-CaCO3 precipitates, on the other hand, show very interesting behaviour when left 

to age in parent solution. SM-CaCO3 precipitates consistently show mixes of stable and 

metastable CaCO3 poly(a)morph phases. These phases range in solubility, stability, and 

hydration. The ability to maintain similar mineralogical character for periods of weeks to months 

is especially telling, as it indicates that full crystallization to calcite has been almost entirely 

prohibited within the system. 
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Overall, the SM, which utilized the theories of isolation to stabilize the ACC phase was 

much more successful in preventing SM-ACC precipitate’s eventual transformation to calcite. 

Furthermore, it proved a somewhat consistent method of producing monohydrocalcite in small 

amounts. While the AM did succeed in stabilizing ACC for short periods of time, any longer 

than 24 hours in the parent solution, and, interestingly, after 48 hours in air, eventual 

spontaneous transformation to calcite could not be avoided. Other factors could be used in 

conjunction with this method to lengthen the period in which ACC is the primary phase present 

in the precipitate, including a lower temperature, higher concentrations of NaOH, or possibly use 

of ethanol rather than water as the parent solution. However, use of more extreme manipulation 

to this system would even further separate it from systems seen in nature, and therefore, make it 

a less worthy candidate for studying ACC in a biomimetic manner. In this vein, the effect of 

vesicle diameter as well as the behaviour of ACC within different isolating mediums, such as 

liposomes, or perhaps even biologically produced vesicles could be a very interesting area of 

further study. As these isolating measures are seen in nature, they could make an excellent 

experimental system for studying how ACC might behave in vivo.  

Smaller aging increments for both AM and SM-CaCO3 precipitates in air and in solution 

could offer more specific information regarding the timescales over which these precipitation 

methods can stabilize ACC. The presence of less stable crystalline CaCO3 poly(a)morphs within 

the precipitates may be present in larger percentages in the hours and days following initial 

precipitation and vacuum filtration. An in-depth study of the evolution of poly(a)morphic 

character over the first 24 hours following ACC precipitation and vacuum filtration could offer 

interesting insight into its crystallization mechanics. Another interesting vein of study would be 

to investigate methods which would assist in predictably producing monohydrocalcite without 

the accompanying calcite phase, perhaps by using an additional additive such as magnesium 
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which is thought to play a role in stabilizing monohydrocalcite, or use of a saline solution, which 

has also been used successfully in maintaining this hydrated polymorph of CaCO3 (Kimura & 

Koga, 2011; Neumann & Epple, 2007). Furthermore, the presence of monohydrocalcite in SM-

CaCO3 precipitates may have relevance to biological systems, perhaps this hydrated crystalline 

phase is also utilized by CaCO3 biomineralizers as a median step. However, there has been, to 

date, no studies indicating monohydrocalcite as a metastable step during ACC crystallization. 

Therefore, more research is necessary in understanding why and how monohydrocalcite forms in 

this system, and if there are biological parallels. 

The methods discussed above were also used in conjunction with investigation into the 

δ18O and δ13C compositions of AM- and SM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates, parent solutions and re-

equilibration solutions. This isotopic characterization, along with data regarding crystallization 

behaviour of AM- and SM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates discussed in this chapter, are used in 

conjunction in Chapter 3 to probe the isotopic composition of ACC precipitated by two different 

methods, as well as its isotopic evolution as it crystallizes in parent or re-equilibration solution.  
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Figure 2.1. Basic schematic of the energy landscape of the stepwise crystallization of ions in 
solution to a final crystalline polymorph via higher energy metastable phases until the most 
stable/least soluble polymorph (i.e., calcite) precipitates. 
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Figure 2.2. Schematic of ACC precipitation & vacuum filtration 
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Figure 2.3. Typical XRD CuK⍺ Spectrum of CaCO3 poly(a)morphs, in order of decreasing stability. The calcite, 

aragonite, and vaterite spectra are taken from the ICDD PDF-4+ 2021 Diffraction Database, while the ACC spectra 

is an example from this study. Table 2.1 features the peaks specific to each poly(a)morph that are used in their 

identification. Peaks are measured in relative intensity versus 2θ 
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Figure 2.4. Images of (a) approximately 100 µg powdered precipitate mounted on the XRD sample mount which is 

then loaded into the (b)/(c) Bruker D8 DISCOVER diffractometer equipped with a Bruker Vantex600 area detector, 

and a CuK⍺ sealed tube source for characterization. 
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Figure 2.5. Microscopic images of AM & SM CaCO3 precipitates immediately after precipitation, and following 2 

hours in the 70 ± 0.3 ˚C drying oven. Taken using a Nikon Digital Camera DXM 1200F in conjunction with a Nikon 

SMZ 1000, and processed using ACT-1 software. 
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Figure 2.6. CuK⍺	radiation XRD images of the same precipitate of AM-ACC at different times following 

precipitation in air. (a) immediately following precipitation, (b) 1 hour following precipitation and (c) 24 hours 

following precipitation. (d) 48 hours. Peaks are measured in counts versus 2θ. 
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Figure 2.7. XRD spectra of AM-CaCO3 precipitates, filtered following different periods of time crystallizing in 

parent solution. Peaks are measured in counts versus 2θ. 
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Figure 2.8. Phase identification of AM-CaCO3 precipitates at various stages of aging in parent solution (a)-(f). Peaks 

are measured in relative intensity versus 2θ. Poly(a)morphic phases were identified using Match! Software in 

conjunction with Crystallography Open Database. Intensities were automatically normalized to assist in identifying 

mineral phases. Non-shaking indicated as NS, shaking as SH 
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Figure 2.9. CuK⍺	radiation XRD images of the same SM-ACC precipitate at different times following precipitation 

in air. (a) immediately following precipitation, (b) 1 hour following precipitation and (c) 24 hours following 

precipitation. Peaks are measured in counts versus 2θ. 
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Figure 2.10. CuK⍺	radiation XRD Spectra of SM-CaCO3 precipitates, filtered following different periods of time 

crystallizing in parent solution. Peaks are measured in counts versus 2θ. 
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Figure 2.11. Phase identification of SM-CaCO3 precipitates at various stages of aging in parent solution (a) – (f). 

Peaks are measured in relative intensity versus 2θ. Mineral phases were identified using Match! Software in 

conjunction with Crystallography Open Database. Intensities were automatically normalized to assist in identifying 

mineral phase 
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Table 2.1. Maximum peaks typical of different CaCO3 poly(a)morphs when analyzed with Cu-K⍺	radiation.	For	
ACC	these	are	not	peaks	but	broad	diffuse	maxima,	also	called	“haloes,”	and	a	range	is	given	rather	than	a	
specific	wavelength.			
	 

Calcium Carbonate Poly(a)morphs 
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 (p
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Decreasing Stability à 

Calcite 

(rhombohedral) 

Aragonite 

(orthorhombic) 

Vaterite 

(hexagonal) 

Monohydrocalcite 

(hexagonal, 

hydrated) 

ACC 

(Amorphous) 

2θ Maximum Peaks 2θ Areas of Broad 

Diffuse Maxima 

29.42 26.24 25.27 20.52 
 

25-38 

27.48 27.24 27.24 29.08 40-54 

33.30 33.18 27.48 47.1  

33.10 36.16 33.30 41.74  

21.33 37.94 33.10 31.64  

  21.33 16.78  
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Table 2.2. Experimental conditions of AM-/SM-CaCO3 Precipitates. Ca2+ and AM/SM-CO32--donor parent solutions, were equilibrated with respect to DIC for 58 
days prior to commencing precipitations. NS & SH are non-shaking or shaking trials which are conditions for the isotopic study and not relevant to this section. 
All experiments are done at a temperature of 25±0.1˚C. All precipitations were the result of vacuum filtration of 100 mL AM-/SM-CaCO3 solutions. 

Precipitate ID Repeat Precipitation Method pH Equilibration time in parent 
soln’ (weeks) 

Precipitate weight 
(mg) 

Product Minerology 
(XRD Confirmed) 

AM•0W• 
1 AM* 12.70 

IMMEDIATELY 
FILTERED 

75.63 ACC 
2 AM 12.77 69.56 ACC 
3 AM 12.77 54.8 ACC 

SM•0W• 
1 SM* 10.37 151.28 ACC 
2 SM 10.37 143.98 ACC 
3 SM 10.40 141.65 ACC 

AM•1W•NS• 
1 AM 12.80 1 88.24 C* 
2 AM 12.78 1 85.24 C/V* 
3 AM 12.82 1 88.31 C 

AM•1W•SH• 
1 AM 12.82 1 79.97 C 
2 AM 12.82 1 73.76 C 
3 AM 12.82 1 64.46 C 

SM•1W•NS• 
1 SM 10.37 1 132.43 ACC/C/A* 
2 SM 10.42 1 236.47 ACC/C/A 
3 SM 10.40 1 134.72 ACC/C/A 

SM•1W•SH• 
1 SM 10.43 1 137.98 ACC/C/M* 
2 SM 10.43 1 153.5 ACC/C/M 
3 SM 10.43 1 124.75 ACC/C/M 

AM•2W•NS• 
1 AM 12.91 1 90.82 C 
2 AM 12.89 2 86.84 C 
3 AM 12.82 2 94.56 C 

AM•2W•SH• 
1 AM 12.80 2 89.26 C 
2 AM 12.82 2 72.95 C 
3 AM 12.82 2 88.35 C 

SM•2W•NS• 
1 SM 10.43 2 143.29 ACC/C/M 
2 SM 10.43 2 145.26 ACC/C/M 
3 SM 10.45 2 145.94 ACC/C/M 

SM•2W•SH• 
1 SM 10.46 2 194.24 ACC/C/M 
2 SM 10.46 2 131.25 ACC/C/M 
3 SM 10.46 2 161.98 ACC/C/M 

AM•3W•NS• 
1 AM 12.81 2 85.56 C 
2 AM 12.83 3 88.01 C 
3 AM 12.92 3 89.79 C 

AM•3W•SH• 
1 AM 12.83 3 88.36 C 
2 AM 12.84 3 79.83 C 
3 AM 12.86 3 87.86 C 

SM•3W•NS• 
1 SM 10.46 3 149.23 ACC/C 
2 SM 10.47 3 141.96 ACC/C 
3 SM 10.47 3 144.24 ACC/C 

SM•3W•SH• 
1 SM 10.51 3 128.74 ACC/C 
2 SM 10.52 3 107.22 ACC/C 
3 SM 10.52 3 133.1 ACC/C 

AM•4W•NS• 
1 AM 13.30 3 90.52 C 
2 AM 13.36 4 91.26 C 
3 AM 13.30 4 88.47 C 

AM•4W•SH• 
1 AM 13.34 4 71.58 C 
2 AM 13.32 4 81.79 C 
3 AM 13.34 4 82.62 C 

SM•4W•NS• 
1 SM 10.66 4 137.42 ACC/C 
2 SM 10.68 4 150.44 ACC/C 
3 SM 10.69 4 142.8 ACC/C 

SM•4W•SH• 
1 SM 10.76 4 147.63 ACC/C 
2 SM 10.74 4 109.67 ACC/C 
3 SM 10.74 4 121.22 ACC/C 

AM•5W•NS• 
1 AM 12.88 5 95.94 C 
2 AM 12.88 5 93.59 C 

AM•5W•SH• 
1 AM 12.87 5 76.56 C 
2 AM 12.92 5 106.44 C 

SM•5W•NS• 
1 SM 10.49 5 151.6 ACC/C 
2 SM 10.50 5 160.51 ACC/C 

SM•5W•SH• 
1 SM 10.52 5 134.12 ACC/C 
2 SM 10.51 5 155.03 ACC/C 

AM: Alkaline method, SM: Silica method 
ACC: Amorphous Calcium Carbonate, C: Calcite, V: Vaterite, A: Aragonite, M: Monohydrocalcite 
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Abstract 
The role of Amorphous Calcium Carbonate (ACC) as a precursor to calcite, and other 

crystalline CaCO3 polymorphs has been recognized for several decades and has important 

implications for the proper understanding of the classic oxygen isotope carbonate-water 

paleothermometry as it relies on the formation calcium carbonate minerals. In this study, ACC 

was precipitated using two different precipitation methods – the alkaline method (AM) which 

stabilizes ACC through high pH solution, and the silica method (SM), which surrounds and 

isolates ACC in silica envelopes to prevent its crystallization. This ACC was then subjected to a 

variety of experiments, including aging parent solution for periods of 1 to 5, and aging in an 18O-

enriched re-equilibration solution for a period of 1 to 2 weeks. Both of these aging experiments 

were performed in conjunction with immediately filtered ACC precipitates by both methods, for 

the purpose of establishing a baseline.  

Our results indicated that the oxygen isotope composition and its subsequent evolution 

during ACC crystallization is dependent upon the used precipitation method. The AM produced 

ACC precipitates with lower δ18O values relative to that of corresponding SM produced ACC 

precipitates, equilibrium CO32- and equilibrium calcite, and these values did not vary with ACC 

crystallization. These low δ18O values for ACC were confirmed to be a result of ACC 

precipitation from CO32 dominant parent solutions that had not yet reached DIC-water oxygen 

isotope equilibrium. Notably, the δ18O values for ACC precipitated using the SM, while much 

more variable following ACC crystallization, started with the expected equilibrium δ18O value 

for calcite. The ACC precipitates prepared using SM were also able to exchange readily with the 

18O-enriched solution. 

This study shed light on the role of ACC stabilization and the associated oxygen isotope 

effects in ACC and during its transformation to polymorphs of crystalline CaCO3. The question 

then shifts from – is ACC responsible for the vital effect – to – under what stabilizing scenarios 

is ACC responsible for the vital effect.  
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CHAPTER 3: STABLE ISOTOPE EFFECTS IN AMORPHOUS CALCIUM CARBONATE 
(ACC) DURING ITS CRYSTALLIZATION 
3.1 Introduction 

 Amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) has been found in many biomineralizing organisms 

in nature, including molluscs (Hasse et al., 2000; Jacob et al., 2008; Raz et al., 2002; Tompa & 

Watabe, 1977), sea urchins (Beniash et al., 1997, 1999; Radha et al., 2010; Raz et al., 2003; 

Townsend et al., 2004), certain plants (Gal et al., 2010; Taylor et al., 1993), and a number of 

crustaceans (Raz et al., 2002; Travis, 2006; Vinogradov, 1953). In particular, the importance of 

ACC as a precursor phase in the biomineralization process of these organisms has been 

acknowledged numerous times in the literature (Addadi et al., 2003; De Yoreo et al., 2015; Politi 

et al., 2006; Weiner et al., 2003). However, a proper understanding of the stable isotope 

properties of ACC has been impeded by the difficulties of ACC synthesis under laboratory 

conditions because ACC, a polyamorph of calcium carbonate (CaCO3), spontaneously 

transforms to crystalline CaCO3 polymorphs due to its high solubility and tendency to 

spontaneously crystallize. This physicochemical property of ACC could inhibit isotopic 

equilibrium between ACC and its parent (or surrounding) solution, and thus may cause a 

problem in determining an accurate oxygen isotope fractionation between ACC and water, as 

well as any isotope effects during ACC transformation to a crystalline CaCO3 polymorph. 

Nevertheless, this information is important to our complete understanding of the classic oxygen 

isotope carbonate-water paleothermometry (Samuel Epstein et al., 1951; Kim & O’Neil, 1997; 

McCrea, 1950), which has been extensively used as a tool for reconstructing Earth’s climate 

history since the middle of the last century (e.g., Coplen & Schlanger, 1973; Douglas & Savin, 

1975; Emiliani, 1966; Lowenstam & Epstein, 1954; Savin, 1977).  
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Theoretically, the classic paleothermometry relies mostly on the temperature-dependent 

oxygen isotope fractionation between a carbonate mineral and parent water; however, this ideal 

situation can be complicated by several other factors, such as parent water chemistry and the 

nature of carbonate formation. Most notably, many biogenic carbonates are known to be 

associated with kinetic isotope effects when they form (e.g., Coronado et al., 2019; Devriendt et 

al., 2017; Lécuyer & O’Neil, 1994; Ziveri et al., 2003). These nonequilibrium isotope effects of 

biological origin have been referred to the “vital effect,” (Pérez-Huerta & Fred, 2010) and an 

understanding of this overriding of the environmental signal in biogenic carbonates is vital to the 

proper use of the oxygen isotope carbonate-water palaeothermometry, especially for biogenic 

carbonates (Coronado et al., 2019; McConnaughey, 1989b, 1989a; Weiner, 2003). There are a 

number of possible culprits that have been proposed as the source for the vital effect, such as 

organism-specific metabolism or physiology during CaCO3 biomineralization (Coronado et al., 

2019; Pérez-Huerta & Fred, 2010; Ziveri et al., 2003). One mechanism that has been repeatedly 

proposed to account for the vital effect is the formation of biogenic CaCO3 mineral parts via an 

ACC precursor phase (Addadi et al., 2003; Weiner, 2003). In some biomineralizing organisms, 

ACC is produced and stored in specialized vesicles or organs as a readily available reservoir of 

Ca2+ ions. It is later transformed to a polymorph of CaCO3, most frequently calcite, whenever 

needed, allowing both polyamorphs (ACC) and polymorphs of CaCO3 (calcite, aragonite, 

vaterite) to co-exist within one organism – henceforth, poly(a)morphs. This could mean that 

ACC is precipitated and stabilized for days or weeks prior to its transformation into a final 

CaCO3 mineral form (Coronado et al., 2019; Raz et al., 2002). Furthermore, ACC is thought to 

be transformed into a crystalline CaCO3 via a dissolution-reprecipitation pathway, rather than a 

solid-state transformation (Addadi et al., 2003; Giuffre et al., 2015; Versteegh et al., 2017). 
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Researchers have investigated the precipitation of stable ACC both in organisms, such as 

bivalves and foraminifera (Jacob et al., 2011; Weiss et al., 2002) and in the laboratory using 

various additives and experimental conditions that suppress its transformation to more stable 

crystalline polymorphs of CaCO3 (e.g., Blue et al., 2013; Kellermeier et al., 2010; Koga et al., 

1998; Ross et al., 2011; Tobler et al., 2016). However, very little is understood about the stable 

isotope properties of ACC. Currently, the oxygen isotope fractionation between ACC and water 

has not been characterized, and it is unclear whether ACC can establish an isotopic equilibrium 

with its parent water. Schmidt et al. (2005), for the first time, investigated the effect of a 

magnesium-rich amorphous calcium carbonate (Mg-ACC) precursor on the oxygen isotope 

composition of the resultant carbonate. They found that precipitated Mg-ACC is isotopically 

light initially but becomes more 18O enriched as it transforms into dolomite. Subsequently, 

Giuffre et al. (2015) synthesized Mg-ACC where the Mg2+ ions act as a stabilizer; however, they 

aimed to elucidate the ACC to calcite transformation pathway (i.e., solid-state transformation vs. 

dissolution reprecipitation) using solutions spiked with 43C and 25Mg, rather than to investigate 

the isotopic fractionation itself. Versteegh et al. (2017) examined the carbon isotope composition 

of CaCO3 that was precipitated via an ACC precursor in vivo by earthworms and observed a 13C 

depletion in the primary precipitate (either milky ACC-fluid, ACC-calcite granules, or calcite 

granules). They determined a carbon isotope fractionation of –1.20 ± 0.52 ‰ between initial 

ACC-milky fluid and internally deposited calcite-ACC granules and a secondary carbon isotope 

fractionation of –0.46 ± 0.45 ‰ when the internal granules are fully transformed into calcite and 

deposited in the wake of the moving worm, implying that this biogenic ACC was transforming to 

calcite via a dissolution-reprecipitation pathway. Mavromatis et al. (2017) examined the 

magnesium isotope fractionation between parent solutions and magnesium-rich calcites (Mg-
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calcites) that were either transformed from Mg-ACC or directly precipitated (without an Mg-

ACC precursor). The authors found that the initial magnesium isotope composition of the Mg-

ACC is not maintained during its transformation to Mg-calcite because the associated 

dissolution-reprecipitation reaction involves a magnesium isotope re-equilibration, which does 

not occur with direct Mg-calcite precipitation. Recently, Dietzel et al. (2020) studied oxygen 

(δ18O) and clumped (Δ47) isotope fractionations when Mg-calcite forms via an Mg-ACC 

precursor. They noted a rapid oxygen isotope exchange upon Mg-ACC precipitation, and a 

subsequent expeditious re-equilibration between Mg-ACC and the parent solution during its 

transformation to Mg-calcite, providing yet another confirmation of crystallization via a 

dissolution-reprecipitation pathway. Furthermore, it was found that the use of an Mg-ACC 

precursor had no effect on the clumped isotope composition of the final Mg-calcite. 

Although Schmidt et al. (2005) and Dietzel et al. (2020) examined the oxygen isotope 

systematics of Mg-ACC, there has yet to be any study that investigate the oxygen isotope 

systematics of non-Mg-ACC, including ACC. This study aims to examine the oxygen isotope 

evolution during ACC transformation into crystalline CaCO3 polymorphs (or ACC 

crystallization) via an ACC precursor phase in the CaCO3-H2O system by using two ACC 

precipitation methods (the Alkaline Method vs the Silica Method) and two post ACC treatments 

(Aging vs Re-equilibration). This study is unique, compared to the previous studies, in three 

distinct ways: (1) We investigated the transformation of ACC into crystalline CaCO3 

polymorphs, which has direct implication to the classic oxygen isotope carbonate-water 

paleothermometry, as opposed to the Mg-ACC transformation to Mg-rich calcite or dolomite. (2) 

We utilized available information regarding the correlation between pH and isotope exchange to 

try and ensure that oxygen isotope equilibrium between DIC (Dissolved Inorganic Carbon) and 
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all the ACC-forming parent solutions was established prior to any precipitations to identify the 

initial oxygen isotope composition of DIC species in the parent solutions. (3) We monitored the 

oxygen isotope evolution during ACC to CaCO3 transformation to examine whether ACC can 

reach oxygen isotope equilibrium with its parent water and the geochemical significance of an 

ACC-precursor to the classic oxygen isotope carbonate-water paleothermometry. An over-

arching view of the experimental goals of this study can be viewed in Figure 3.1. 

 

3.2 Experimental & Analytical Methods 

3.2.1: Preparation of Parent Solutions 

 Several sets of constituent ion-donating parent solutions were prepared to facilitate the 

precipitation of ACC that was stabilized in two different ways. The Alkaline Method (or the 

AM) utilizes a highly alkaline solution of pH (>12) to discourage crystallization of the 

precipitated ACC, and it employed Koga (1988)’s method except that anhydrous ethanol was 

used instead of acetone during filtration (see 3.2.2. for details). In contrast, the Silica Method (or 

the SM) mitigates or entirely prevents ACC crystallization by enveloping the precipitating ACC 

in a sort of silica envelope with a high silica concentration (31 mmolal).  

All parent solutions for ACC precipitation were prepared and kept in Pyrex® media 

bottles at 25 ± 0.1 °C. The media bottles were cleaned in an acid bath containing ~5% 

hydrochloric acid (HCl) for a minimum of 2 days, and up to a week. They were then removed, 

rinsed thrice with tap water, twice with reverse osmosis water, and once with de-ionized 18 MΩ 

water before being placed in a drying oven for a minimum of 24 hours. All solid chemicals were 

ACS grade and weighed out using a Sartorious® scale, and their chemical identities and lot 

numbers were also carefully recorded. Deionized (DI) water (κ = ~ 0.6 µS cm-1 or ~18 MΩ) was 
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used for all the parent solution preparations and vacuum filtrations, and it was kept in a high 

density polyethylene (HDPE) carboy, which was labelled using the following convention: KW-

(Day, Month, Year made). The oxygen isotope composition of the DI water in the carboy was 

regularly checked, especially when the carboy was refilled with new DI water. These isotopic 

compositions were used to determine the oxygen isotope fractionation (1000ln⍺CaCO3-H2O) 

between the precipitated ACC or CaCO3 and can be viewed in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. 

 For both the AM and SM, 20 mmolal CaCl2 solutions were prepared by dissolving CaCl2 

into 1L KW-15Mar21 water and they are referred to as ‘Ca2+-donor parent solutions’ hereafter. 

For the AM, a solution of 20 mmolal Na2CO3 and 200 mmolal NaOH was prepared by 

dissolving anhydrous Na2CO3 powder and NaOH pellets into 1L KW-15Mar21 water. For the 

SM, a solution of 20 mmolal Na2CO3 and 31 mmolal SiO2 was prepared by first dissolving 

anhydrous Na2CO3 into 1L KW-15Mar21 water, to which several millilitres of reagent grade 

sodium metasilicate solution with 26.8 wt % as SiO2 was later added. These two Na2CO3-

containing parent solutions are henceforth referred to as ‘AM- or SM-CO32--donor parent 

solution’. All the parent solutions were then stored in tightly capped media bottles, wrapped with 

Parafilm® to avoid evaporation, and placed in a 25 ± 0.1°C water bath. It must be noted that two 

Na2CO3 chemicals of a distinct isotopic composition were used for the CO32--donor parent 

solutions, due to the exhaustion of the firstly used Na2CO3 chemical. More specifically, Na2CO3-

A (δ13C = –2.34 ‰, δ18O = 14.15 ‰) was used for one of the two post ACC treatments (Aging) 

and Na2CO3-B (δ13C = –21.52 ‰, δ18O = 8.18 ‰) was used for the other post ACC treatment 

(Re-equilibration) (see Table 3.1)  
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A minimum of 44 days was estimated by extrapolating available data from Beck et al. 

(2005) and was allowed in this study to establish the oxygen isotope equilibrium between DIC 

and the parent solutions at 25 °C based on their pH values.  

 

3.2.2. Precipitation of Amorphous Calcium Carbonate (via AM vs SM) 

 The AM and the SM took advantage of the scientific observation that ACC is stabilized 

either in high pH environments (Koga & Yamane, 2008; Koga et al., 1998) or spatially confined 

precipitation environments (Kellermeier et al., 2010; Stephens et al., 2010; Tester et al., 2011, 

2014), respectively. Therefore, the two ACC precipitation methods utilized in this study allowed 

us to examine the effect of different ACC stabilization mechanisms on the oxygen isotope 

composition of ACC and its resultant crystalline CaCO3 polymorphs. In addition, various 

alcohols were used in previous ACC synthesis studies to stabilize ACC during filtration (e.g., 

Ihli et al., 2013; Paquin et al., 2015; Wombacher et al., 2011) and tests were hence performed in 

this study to gauge the efficacy of several alcohols (methanol, 95% ethanol, anhydrous ethanol, 

acetone) as a stabilizing washing solution during vacuum filtration. Our XRD analysis indicated 

that anhydrous ethanol is the most effective in maintaining ACC as the primary phase in the 

CaCO3 precipitate and anhydrous ethanol was therefore used in both the AM and SM. Lastly, a 

rapid mixing of the Ca2+-donor and AM/SM-CO32--donor parent solutions was also employed in 

both the AM and SM methods to promote the precipitation of stable ACC, as a slow mixing is 

associated with larger precipitating particle sizes and increased likelihood of nucleation (Simkiss, 

1991). 

 For the AM, a volumetric flask and a pipette were used to measure 50 mL of Ca2+-donor 

or AM-CO32--donor parent solution, and each donor parent solution was then decanted into a 
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glass beaker. Subsequently, the Ca2+-donor parent solution was rapidly dumped into the AM-

CO32–-donor parent solution (Figure 3.2). This rapidly mixed parent solution was found to yield 

ACC based on our X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis and was referred to as the AM-ACC 

solution hereafter. It was then vigorously shaken, and its pH was monitored with an Oakton® pH 

electrode. The pH electrode was calibrated prior to each use, using a set of three pH standard 

solutions (pH = 4, 7, and 10). The vacuum-filtered precipitates from the AM-ACC solution (or 

AM-ACC precipitates, hereafter) were subsequently treated in two different ways: either by 

aging in the same solution in which they initially precipitated, called the parent solution (PS) 

(δ18OPS = –6.45 ‰) or aging in a 18O-enriched solution, also called re-equilibration solution (RS) 

(δ18ORS = 9.67 ‰). Several precipitates, alongside these post-ACC-treatments, were filtered 

immediately, without any aging in either a parent or 18O-enriched solution, to provide baseline 

values for the post-ACC-treatment experiments. See Figure 3.1 as well as Sections 3.2.3 and 

3.2.4 for more details. For the SM, a rapid mixing of the two donor parent solutions and 

subsequent vacuum filtration with anhydrous ethanol were performed in an identical manner to 

those of the AM, to produce SM-ACC precipitates from SM-ACC solution, with the same 

naming convention used in the SM. Figure 3.3 shows a more detailed summary of our naming 

conventions & definitions. 

 

3.2.3 Post-ACC-treatments 

3.2.3.1 Aging in parent solution 

 A series of aging experiments were performed to probe the isotopic evolution of 

transforming ACC and resultant crystalline CaCO3 polymorphs in the PS. Following initial ACC 

precipitation after rapidly mixing Ca2+- and AM/SM-CO32--donor parent solutions in PS by 
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either the AM or the SM, the resultant ACC-solution was decanted into a sealed 100 mL Pyrex 

media bottle, wrapped in Parafilm®, and then stored at 25 ± 0.1 °C water bath by increments of 

1 week for 5 weeks (1W-5W) (Figure 3.2). These 100 mL media bottles were either left 

undisturbed (NS: Non-Shaking) or shaken vigorously (SH: Shaking) for at least 1 minute once 

per week, and each of these two experimental groups was prepared in triplicate (1-3). Upon 

aging, there was evidence of ACC crystallization in the mixed PS within 24 hours in some cases, 

as confirmed by XRD (see 3.3), and these precipitates were referred to as ‘AM-CaCO3 

precipitates’ or ‘SM-CaCO3 precipitates’ because they were one or a mixture of ACC, calcite, 

aragonite, vaterite, and monohydrocalcite. This mixed PS were also called either ‘AM-CaCO3-

solutions’ or ‘SM-CaCO3-solutions’ because of the variable poly(a)morphic nature of the 

precipitates it contains. The exact experimental treatments each of the AM-/SM-CaCO3-solutions 

underwent are enumerated in Table 3.2. 

 At the appropriate time, either 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 weeks, the AM-/SM-CaCO3-solution of 

interest was taken from the water bath at 25 ± 0.1 °C and measured for its pH using an Oakton® 

pH electrode. Subsequently, this solution was shaken, and vacuum filtered through a 0.47 µm 

polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane disk filter, and the solid CaCO3 precipitate was 

subsequently washed with at least 50 mL of anhydrous ethanol. The emptied media bottle was 

also washed several times with anhydrous ethanol and was then again added to the vacuum 

filtration apparatus to ensure maximum sample retrieval. Small amounts of the resultant 

precipitates were immediately taken to the McMaster Analytical X-Ray Diffraction facility, and 

they were tested for XRD using a Bruker D8 DISCOVER diffractometer equipped with a Bruker 

Vantex600 area detector, and a CuK⍺ sealed tube source. The remainder of the AM/SM-CaCO3 

precipitates not reserved for XRD analysis were dried at 70 ± 0.3 °C for at least 24 hours, 
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weighed and ground before being transferred in glass carbonate storage vial and stored in a 

desiccator until isotopic analysis was performed. 

 

3.2.3.2 Aging in 18O-enriched solution or Re-Equilibration  

A series of aging experiments were also performed using an 18O enriched water (δ18ORS = 

9.67 ‰) as the RS for two types of precipitates (AM- and SM-ACC precipitates vs AM- and 

SM-CaCO3 precipitates) so that ACC or CaCO3 transformation into more stable crystalline 

CaCO3 polymorphs occurs in an isotopically distinct solution with respect to the PS. This re-

equilibration experiment was to mimic a natural system in which ACC is precipitated and stored 

in one environment, transforms to a crystalline polymorph of CaCO3 in another (e.g., Darkins et 

al., 2013; Politi et al., 2006; Wang & Xu, 2013). For instance, some organisms store ACC in an 

isolated area of their body for long periods of time before releasing it to crystallize, in a 

controlled manner, to a CaCO3 mineral shell part (Becker et al., 2005; Beniash et al., 1999; 

Travis, 2006).  

 For the first type of precipitates, where ACC is the starting material, freshly precipitated 

AM- or SM-ACC precipitates were immediately added to 50 mL RS within a sealed 100 mL 

Pyrex media bottle and then aged at 25 ± 0.1 °C for 1 week (RE-AM•1W•RS•1-3/RE-

SM•1W•RS•1-3) or 2 weeks (RE-AM•2W•RS•1-3/RE-SM•2W•RS•1-3) to investigate the 

isotopic evolution while the freshly prepared ACC transformed to crystalline polymorphs of 

CaCO3. Small fractions of these re-equilibrated AM- and SM-ACC precipitates were tested by 

XRD, and they were found to have transformed to AM- and SM-CaCO3 precipitates, 

respectively, meaning they were no longer fully amorphous. The remaining re-equilibrated AM- 

and SM-CaCO3 precipitates, initially AM- and SM-ACC precipitates, were dried in a 70 ± 0.3 °C 
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oven for ≥ 24 hours, ground, and stored in glass carbonate storage vials for stable isotopic 

analysis.  

For the second precipitate type, where CaCO3 that had crystallized from ACC was used 

as the starting material, AM- and SM-CaCO3 precipitates were used from the beginning for the 

re-equilibration experiment. They had been initially precipitated as ACC, but since were 

transformed to either a complete crystalline polymorph of CaCO3 in PS, in the case of AM-

CaCO3 precipitates (see Figure 3.4-(d)), or almost complete crystalline CaCO3 polymorph in PS 

for SM-CaCO3 precipitates (see Figure 3.5-(c)). These precipitates were referred to as ‘post-

ACC-carbonates’ (or P-ACC-C, hereafter) and included AM•4W•NS•2, AM•4W•NS•3, 

SM•4W•NS•2, and SM•4W•NS•3. They had previously been ground, weighed, isotopically 

characterized, and stored within glass vials in a desiccator for ~2 months. Upon re-equilibration, 

they were partially renamed to reflect their new experimental conditions by keeping their 

original ID within square brackets such that AM•4W•NS•2 becomes RE-

[AM•4W•NS•2]•RS•2W•1. About 60 or 120 mg of P-ACC-C, which was a typical weight of 

ACC precipitated from a 50 mL parent solution by the AM or SM, was added to 50 mL RS 

within a sealed 100 mL media bottle and then aged for 2 weeks at 25 ± 0.1 °C. After 1 or 2 

weeks of re-equilibration, AM- or SM-CaCO3 precipitates were collected as usual and small 

fractions of each type of precipitate were isolated in glass vials for XRD analysis. The remaining 

precipitates were dried for 24 hours in a 70 ± 0.3 °C drying oven, ground, weighed, and stored in 

glass carbonate storage vials for isotopic analysis. See Table 3.3 and Figure 3.6 for detailed 

information. 

 

3.2.3.3 Immediate Filtration for Baseline Condition 
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 Several AM- and SM-ACC precipitates were subjected to immediate filtration, without 

aging in either PS or RS in order to quantify a baseline condition. For each aging or re-

equilibration post ACC treatment, immediate filtration samples were prepared in triplicate from 

both AM and SM. The precipitates AM•0W•1-3 and SM•0W•1-3 were the immediate (i.e., 0W) 

filtration samples for the aging experiment (Table 3.2) while RE•AM•0W•1-3 and 

RE•SM•0W•1-3 were the equivalent samples for the re-equilibration experiment (Table 3.3). 

Following immediate filtration, the corresponding AM-/SM-ACC-solutions were measured for 

pH and small amounts of each AM-/SM-ACC precipitate was taken for XRD analysis. The 

remaining ACC was dried for 24 hours at 70 ± 0.3 °C prior to grinding and weighing, and then 

stored in a glass carbonate storage vial. Additionally, AM•0W•86dEQT•1, AM•0W•144dEQT•1, 

and AM•0W•144dEQT•2 were prepared by using the same Ca2+- and AM-CO32--donor parent 

solutions as the other re-equilibrated precipitate samples, but with increased DIC-H2O 

equilibration time (86 or 144 days) to check the isotopic compositions of the AM-ACC-

precipitates with different DIC-H2O equilibration time.  

 

3.2.4: Isotopic (δ18O & δ13C) analysis of precipitates 

 All δ18Ocarb and δ13Ccarb values of AM-/SM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates as well as Na2CO3 

chemicals were measured using a Thermo Finnigan Delta plus XP Continuous-Flow Isotope 

Ratio Mass Spectrometer (CF-IRMS) equipped with a Gas Bench II headspace autosampler. 

Firstly, small amounts of each dried and ground precipitate (~ 150 µg) were weighed out using a 

Mettler Toledo analytical balance and transferred to 12 mL septum-capped Labco Exetainer® 

glass vials (Labco Ltd, Lampeter, UK), along with a suite of 50 µg to 250 µg reference materials, 

including NBS 18 (δ18O = 7.20 ‰ and δ13C = –5.01 ‰), NBS 19 (δ18O = 28.65 ‰ and δ13C = 
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1.95 ‰), and IAEA-603 (δ18O = 28.47 ‰ and δ13C = 2.46 ‰). Secondly, the sample- or 

reference material-containing Labco vials were loaded into the Gas Bench II sample block at 25 

± 0.1 °C and each vial was flushed and filled using 99.999% helium gas to remove any ambient 

air. Thirdly, 6-7 drops of 105 % phosphoric acid (H3PO4) were injected into each Labco vial. 

About 24 hours was allowed at 25 ± 0.1 °C for the reaction between each carbonate 

sample/reference material and the phosphoric acid to liberated carbon dioxide (CO2) before the 

acid-liberated CO2 gas samples were measured for their stable isotope compositions.  

 An acid fractionation factor of calcite at 25 °C (or ⍺CO2(ACID)-calcite = 1.01025) was used in 

this study for all the ACC and CaCO3 precipitates, regardless of their mineralogy (Kim et al., 

2015). Note that the acid fractionation factor for ACC was assumed to be identical to that of 

calcite because there is no reported acid fractionation factor for ACC. In addition, our XRD 

analyses (i.e., ~ 30 % of total samples) indicated that CaCO3 precipitates were mostly 

crystallized to calcite by the time the stable isotope analysis was performed. The raw δ18OCarb 

and δ13CCarb values were normalized using NBS 18 and NBS 19 based on the recommendations 

by Kim et al. (2015) and reported on the VSMOW and VPDB-LSVEC scale, respectively. 

Results of δ18O and δ13C measurements were determined to have an analytical precision of < 0.1 

‰. The permil fractionation (1000ln⍺ACC/CaCO3-water) is used to show the degree of oxygen isotope 

equilibrium between ACC or CaCO3 precipitates and their parent solutions, with respect to that 

of calcite/CO32-/HCO3-. 

 

3.2.5: Isotopic (δ18O) analysis of solutions 

 Samples of both DI carboy water, used for PS preparation and precipitate washing, and 

RS, were all stored in triplicate for stable isotope analysis. Using the classic CO2-H2O 
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equilibration method (Cohn & Urey, 1938), oxygen isotope compositions of these waters were 

measured using a Thermo Finnigan Delta plus XP isotope ratio mass spectrometer with a Gas 

Bench II headspace autosampler.  

 Empty, septum-capped 12 mL Labco Exetainer® glass vials were placed in the Gas 

Bench II sample block at 25 ± 0.1 °C and were initially flushed and filled with a 0.3 % CO2 and 

99.8 % He mixture with a double needle and a flow of 100 mL/min. A 1 mL syringe was used to 

inject 0.2 mL of the desired water sample thereafter. After a CO2-H2O equilibration time of at 

least 24 hours at 25 ± 0.1 °C, the headspace CO2 gas, which had isotopically equilibrated with 

each water sample within the Labco vial, was analyzed for its d18O value (Figure 3.7). Two inter-

laboratory water standards called MRSI-STD-W1 and MRSI-STD-W2 were analyzed along with 

water samples. These standards had been previously calibrated against both VSMOW and 

VSLAP and have the δ18O values of –0.58 ‰ and –28.08 ‰ respectively. An overall analytical 

precision of δ18OH2O measurement was determined to be < 0.1 ‰ and δ18OH2O values were 

reported on the VSMOW scale in this study. 

 The δ13C values of DIC in AM/SM-CO32--donor parent solutions, and AM or SM-

ACC/CaCO3-solutions were not directly measured, but they were instead estimated by using the 

δ13C values of the carbon source, namely, the Na2CO3 chemicals used for the preparation of the 

solutions. This was because the highly alkaline pH of the AM/SM-CO32--donor parent solutions 

and the resultant AM- or SM-ACC/CaCO3-solutions caused the adsorption of all acid-liberated 

CO2 gas, resulting in negligible or complete lack of sample peaks for isotopic measurements. 

Δ13CDIC values of the Na2CO3 chemicals used are reported in Table 3.1. 

 

3.3 Results 
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3.3.1: Aging in parent solution 

3.3.1.1: Alkaline Method (AM) 

 Table 3.2 shows the pH, sample weight (mg), mineralogy as well as the isotopic 

composition (‰) of AM-CaCO3 precipitates. The pH values of PSs for AM-CaCO3 precipitates 

ranged from 12.70 to 13.36 and remained consistently very alkaline with an average value of 

12.93 ± 0.21, regardless of aging time in PS (Table 3.2a: “Time in Soln’ (weeks)”). The AM-

CaCO3 precipitates ranged from 54.80 to 106.44 mg and ~ 30% of them were reserved for XRD 

analysis to identify their mineralogy. All the XRD-tested unaged (i.e., immediate filtration after 

precipitation) AM-CaCO3 precipitates (i.e., AM•0W•1, AM•0W•2, AM•0W•3) were identified to 

be completely amorphous based on XRD analysis (Figure 3.4a). Of the AM-CaCO3 precipitates 

that had aged 1 week in PS, the majority of those taken for XRD analysis were found to have 

crystallized to calcite (i.e., AM•1W•NS•1, AM•1W•SH•1/2, see Figure 3.4b) with one exception 

of AM•1W•NS•2, which was found to be a mix of calcite with a small amount of vaterite (~ 1%) 

(see Figure 3.4-(c)). Our XRD data also showed that AM-CaCO3 precipitates that had spent two 

or 4 weeks in PS were entirely calcite (i.e., AM•2W•NS•1, AM•4W•NS•1, see Figure 3.4-(d)). It 

is assumed that all the AM-CaCO3 precipitates, not characterized with XRD, shared this 

mineralogical nature.  

The oxygen isotope fractionation between AM-CaCO3 and PS, or 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water, 

ranged from 21.66 ‰ to 22.91 ‰ and averaged 21.91 ± 0.15 ‰ for all 34 AM-CaCO3 

precipitates at 25 ± 0.1 °C, showing little change with weeks of aging time in PS (see Figure 3.8. 

In the case of the AM-CaCO3 precipitates, no correlation was also observed between their 

1000ln⍺ CaCO3-water values and pH, or sample weight (mg) (Figures 3.9. 3.10).  
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3.3.1.2: Silica Method (SM) 

 Table 3.2 shows the pH, sample weight (mg), mineralogy as well as the δ13C and δ18O 

values (‰) of all SM-CaCO3 precipitates. Solution pH, measured prior to filtration, ranged from 

10.37 to 10.76 with an average of 10.50 ± 0.11, and did not appear to be correlated with aging 

time. The sample weights of all the SM-CaCO3 precipitates ranged from 107.22 to 194.24 mg, 

while the corresponding weights for the AM-CaCO3 precipitates were only between 55 and 100 

mg. This discrepancy was due to the presence of silica in the SM-CaCO3 precipitates. In this 

study, about 30 % of the total number of SM-CaCO3 precipitates were analyzed for XRD at each 

stage of the aging experiments. All the unaged SM-CaCO3 precipitates (i.e., SM•0W•1, 

SM•0W•2, SM•0W•3) were found to be fully amorphous (see Figure 3.5-(a)). After 1 week of 

aging in PS, SM-CaCO3 precipitates featured more mixed poly(a)morphic character. For 

example, most precipitates (i.e., SM•1W•SH•1, SM•1W•SH•2, SM•2W•NS•1) showed evidence 

of a mixture of calcite and monohydrocalcite with some ACC (see Figure 3.5-(b), 3.5-(d)) while 

SM•1W•NS•2 showed a mix of calcite, ACC, and traces (~ 6.4 %) of aragonite (see Figure 3.5-

(c)) and SM•1W•NS•1 showed evidence of ACC and calcite (Figure 3.5-(d)). 

The 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values of the SM-CaCO3 precipitates were highly variable both 

within the same and different experimental condition groups. For example, SM•1W•NS•2, which 

had a 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water value of 28.95 ‰, and SM•1W•NS•3, which yielded a 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water 

value of 27.08 ‰, were precipitated under the exact same conditions, but their 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water 

values were different from each other by 1.87 ‰. Regarding the different experimental condition 

groups, for example, SM•1W•NS•2, the non-shaking precipitate that had aged 1 week in PS, 

showed a 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water value of 28.95 ‰, while SM•4W•SH•1, the shaken precipitate that 

had aged 4 weeks in PS, had a 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water value of 26.5 ‰, corresponding with a 
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difference of 2.3 ‰. In contrast, SM•0W•1, SM•0W•2, and SM•0W•3, the unaged SM-CaCO3 

precipitates, showed similar 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values, ranging from 27.52 ‰ to 27.90 ‰. The 

oxygen isotope fractionation between all SM-CaCO3 precipitates for the aging experiments and 

PS (or 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water) varied from 25.81 ‰ to 28.95 ‰ with an average of 27.22 ± 0.79 ‰ 

(Figure 3.8, Table 3.2). 	

 

3.3.2: Re-Equilibration 

3.3.2.1: Alkaline Method (AM) 

Detailed information regarding time in solution (days), experimental conditions, pH, 

sample weight (mg), mineralogy and isotopic composition (‰) of re-equilibration AM-CaCO3 

precipitates is listed in Table 3.3. When AM-ACC precipitate was filtered immediately following 

precipitation (i.e., the first precipitation type), AM-ACC-solution pH ranged from 12.70 to 13.20 

and these AM-ACC precipitates (i.e., RE-AM•0W•1, RE-AM•0W•2, RE-AM•0W•3), weigh 

from 62.45 to 64.41 mg, had 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values from 18.36 ‰ to 18.64 ‰ with an average 

value of 18.50 ± 0.14 ‰. Based on XRD analysis, they were found to be amorphous (Figure 

3.11a). Upon re-equilibration of AM-ACC precipitates for 1 or 2 weeks, there was a consistent 

drop in AM-CaCO3 (initially AM-ACC)-solution pH from an average of 12.96 ± 0.13 to 11.35 ± 

0.08. These re-equilibrated AM-CaCO3 precipitates (initially AM-ACC precipitates) weighed 

from 36.76 to 55.25 mg and were believed to be calcite based on the XRD analysis of RE-

AM•1W•RS•3, RE-AM•2W•RS•3, and RE-[AM•4W•NS•2]•RS•2W•1 (Figure 3.11-(b), 3.11-

(c)). They yielded relatively consistent 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values (17.97 ‰ - 18.26 ‰) with an 

average of 18.14 ± 0.1 ‰. In addition, two previously prepared AM-CaCO3 precipitates 

(AM•4W•NS•2 and AM•4W•NS•3) were used for the re-equilibration experiment as a second 
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precipitate type referred to as P-ACC-C. AM•4W•NS•2 was initially found to have a pH of 

13.36, a weight of 91.26 mg, and a 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water value of 21.73 ‰ whileAM•4W•NS•3 had 

a pH of 13.30, a weight of 88.47 mg, and a 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water value of 21.89 ‰. Following a 2-

week re-equilibration (now renamed as RE-[AM•4W•NS•2]•RS•2W•1 and RE-

[AM•4W•NS•3]•RS•2W•2), their 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values became 21.86 ‰ and 22.16 ‰, 

representing small increases of 0.13 ‰ and 0.27 ‰ respectively.  

One sample was left in PS for 2 weeks (RE-AM•2W•1) as a control to test the 

consistency between aged and re-equilibrated AM-CaCO3 precipitates. This sample had a pH of 

17.95, a weight of 54.03 mg and was confirmed to be calcite. 

 

3.3.2.2: Silica Method (SM) 

 In general, re-equilibrated SM-CaCO3 precipitates were treated identically to the 

corresponding AM-CaCO3 precipitates. When immediately filtered SM-ACC precipitates (the 

first precipitation type) and SM-P-ACC-C precipitates (the second precipitation type) were 

transferred to 50 mL of RS (δ18O = 9.67 ‰), there was a small pH drop of –0.21 ± 0.14 in newly 

mixed SM- P-ACC-C solutions as well as SM-P-ACC-C solutions. Re-equilibrated SM-ACC 

precipitates also yielded smaller weights on average, ranging from 74.97 - 94.17 mg after 1 or 2-

week re-equilibration, as compared to their initial weights of 103.47 - 130.93 mg. This decrease 

in sample weight can be attributed to silica loss due to dissolution in water, as well as sample 

loss due to double filtration. Immediately filtered baseline SM-ACC precipitates for the first 

precipitate type, RE-SM•0W•1, RE-SM•0W•2, and RE-SM•0W•3, were confirmed to be fully 

amorphous upon XRD analysis (Figure 3.12-(a)). After 1 week in RS, RE-SM•1W•RS•3 was 

found to be a mix of ACC, calcite and monohydrocalcite (Figure 3.12-(b)). At 2 weeks in either 
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PS (applicable only to one precipitate used as a baseline, i.e., RE-SM•2W•1), or RS (i.e., RE-

SM•2W•RS•1-3), SM-CaCO3 precipitates were all found to be a mix of calcite and 

monohydrocalcite (Figure 3.12-(b)). The initial 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values of the SM-ACC 

precipitates ranged from 27.15 ‰ to 27.27 ‰ with an average value of 27.29 ± 0.15 ‰. 

However, they (now mostly crystalline SM-CaCO3 precipitates; Figure 3.12-(b)) ranged from 

28.93 ‰ to 29.15 ‰ with an average of 29.06 ± 0.12 ‰ or from 29.92 ‰ to 32.43 ‰ with an 

average of 30.91 ± 1.34 ‰ after 1- or 2-week re-equilibration, respectively (see Figure 3.13).  

Concurrently, SM•4W•NS•2 and SM•4W•NS•3 were examined as the second 

precipitation type (P-ACC-C precipitates) and were found to be calcite with some amorphous 

character by XRD analysis both before and after re-equilibration (Figure 3.12-(c)). They initially 

had pH values of 10.68 and 10.69, sample weights of 150.44 mg and 142.80 mg, and 

1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values of 26.70 ‰ and 27.14 ‰. After 2 weeks of re-equilibration, they, 

renamed RE-[SM•4W•NS•2]•RS•2W•1 and RE-[SM•4W•NS•3]•RS•2W•2, showed 

1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values of 28.30 ‰ and 27.95 ‰ respectively (Table 3.3). Comparatively, the 

one precipitate left in PS for a period of 2 weeks for the purpose of comparison, (RE-SM•2W•1) 

had a 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water value of 27.04 ‰. 

 

3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1: Effect of Precipitation Method on 1000'( )&'&(!$)"( 

The AM and the SM yield stable ACC precipitates (i.e., AM- or SM-ACC precipitates) 

with a distinct d18O range (Figure 3.8). When the aging time is zero, AM-ACC precipitates 

(circle symbols) show a clear oxygen isotope disequilibrium with respect to calcite (a long-

dotted line) from Kim & O’Neil, (1997), but are rather isotopically closer, although not 
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particularly so, to the equilibrium CO32 (a dashed-dotted line) determined by Kim et al. (2006). 

Indeed, their d18O values are about 1.52 ‰ to 2.05 ‰ lower than the equilibrium d18O value of 

CO32 (or 1000ln)!#!"#$*"+,-	=	23.71 ‰; Kim et. Al, 2006). This suggests that the AM-CO32--

donor parent solution had yet to achieve oxygen isotope equilibrium between DIC and water 

upon AM-ACC precipitation, as well as possible kinetic isotope effects resulting from rapid AM-

ACC precipitation.   

On the contrary, the d18O values of the SM-ACC precipitates are similar to the 

equilibrium d18O value for calcite (1000ln⍺CaCO3-water = 28.05 ‰; Hillaire-Marcel et al., 2021; 

Kim & O’Neil, 1997), but they are much different from the equilibrium d18O value for CO32- 

(1000ln)!(!"#$*"+,-	=	23.71 ‰; Kim et. Al, 2006). This is interesting because one would expect 

the isotopic signature of CO32- from the immediately filtered SM-ACC, as well as AM-ACC, 

precipitates because CO32- is the most dominant DIC species in the CO32--donor PS (e.g., 99.77 

% CO32- when pH = 11.75 at 25 ℃) (Roy et al., 1993; Zeebe & Wolf-Gladrow, 2001). Note that 

the term “immediately filtered” in this study refers to three processes, including mixing of Ca2+- 

and CO32--donor PS (~ 0.5 minutes), pH monitoring (~5 minutes), and vacuum filtration (~ 40 

minutes for the SM and ~20 minutes for the AM). Therefore, our isotopic data from the SM-

ACC precipitates hints a rapid oxygen isotope exchange between SM-ACC precipitates and the 

mixed PS during this ~45.5-minute period until SM-ACC precipitates are separated from the 

mixed PS. First, the slightly lower parent solution pH of the SM (11.75 ± 0.12 and 10.50 ±0.11 

before and after mixing) than the AM (13.97 ± 0.03 and 12.93 ± 0.21 before and after mixing, 

respectively) would support a faster oxygen isotope exchange for the SM-ACC precipitates, as 

the SM-ACC precipitates would be more soluble and reactive. Second, growing ACC particles 

are volumetrically constrained by silica envelopes in the SM and this isolation is known to both 
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reduce the growth rate and particle size of precipitating ACC. As a result, this would result in an 

increase in the surface area of ACC particles exposed to solution and would expedite the oxygen 

isotope exchange between precipitating ACC and PS. Therefore, these physicochemical 

conditions that are specific to each ACC precipitation method are important to dictate d18O value 

of AM-/SM-ACC precipitates. Dietzel et al. (2020) also reported that Mg-ACC underwent quick 

oxygen isotope exchange with its parent solution and began to approach the expected oxygen 

isotope equilibrium within 100 minutes in solution. However, they studied Mg-ACC, instead of 

ACC, and used solutions of pH = 8.30 ± 0.03. 

 

3.4.2: Effect of Aging Time in Parent Solution on 1000'( )&'&(!$)"( 

 AM-/SM-ACC precipitates were aged for 1 to 5 weeks in PS while they transformed to 

AM-/SM-CaCO3 precipitates (Figure 3.8). For AM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates, this aging time in 

PS had no effect on the oxygen isotope fractionation between AM-CaCO3 precipitates and PS, or 

the 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water value. In other words, d18O values of the AM-CaCO3 precipitates, inherited 

from the AM-ACC precipitates, did not change much for the 5 weeks. They were consistently 

lower than the equilibrium d18O value for CO32- as well as that for calcite. In general, ACC 

crystallization and the associated isotopic re-equilibration in the DIC-CaCO3-H2O system could 

shift the isotopic composition of the resultant AM-CaCO3 precipitates. Several studies (e.g., 

Giuffre et al., 2015; Schmidt et al., 2005; Versteegh et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2014) have 

demonstrated that ACC transforms to calcite (or ACC crystallization) via a dissolution-

reprecipitation reaction (Figure 3.15). This reaction differs from a solid-state transformation 

pathway such that ACC dissolves completely to constituent ions and then re-precipitates as 

calcite, promoting more drastic isotopic shift in the resultant CaCO3 precipitates via isotopic 
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exchanges between ACC/CaCO3 precipitates and PS. If, instead of dissolution-reprecipitation, 

the ACC was transforming by solid-state transformation, in which each ACC particle 

individually transforms to crystalline CaCO3, this drastic isotopic shift would not be seen 

(Giuffre et al., 2015; Rodriguez-Navarro et al., 2015). Therefore, considering the lack of change 

in d18O values of the AM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates during ACC crystallization, it could be 

posited that the AM-ACC is crystallizing via solid-state transformation rather dissolution-

reprecipitation. As increased pH is inversely correlated with solubility, it could be that neither 

AM-ACC nor AM-CaCO3 are dissolving in PS, and hence, ACC transforms via a solid-state 

transformation. This would explain the lack of isotopic change despite time in PS and 

crystallization. Alternatively, the dissolution-reprecipitation reaction could indeed be occurring; 

however, the high pH of the AM-ACC/CaCO3 solutions (pH = 12.93 ± 0.21 on average) might 

have not allowed detectable oxygen isotope exchange among DIC species and PS because of the 

short 5 weeks of aging time for this pH (Beck et al., 2005; Devriendt et al., 2017). There is a 

large body of research that indicates that ACC transforms via dissolution-reprecipitation 

(Mavromatis et al., 2017; Rodriguez-Blanco et al., 2012; Schmidt et al., 2005; Versteegh et al., 

2017) however, these results indicate that above a given pH threshold the energy barrier to 

dissolution may be too high, and the ACC transforms via solid-state transformation instead. 

 Conversely, SM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates did not follow the same isotopic evolution. 

They vary from 25.81 ‰ to 28.95 ‰ in 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water during the 5-week aging time. The 

SM-ACC precipitates (i.e., SM•0W•1, SM•0W•2 & SM•0W•3) are more or less consistent in 

their d18O values (1000ln⍺CaCO3-water = 27.67 ± 0.20 ‰) whereas the SM-CaCO3 precipitates, 

even produced by the identical method, are not as isotopically homogeneous (1000ln⍺CaCO3-water 

= 27.22 ± 0.79 ‰). Most interestingly, SM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates hover around the expected 
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equilibrium oxygen isotope composition for calcite (Kim & O’Neil, 1997), but slowly decrease 

with aging time, though not in a significant manner. Despite this lack of consistency, SM-

ACC/CaCO3 precipitates do appear to group together depending on time in PS as illustrated in 

Figure 3.8. It is unclear why these groupings occur, possibly these variations are associated with 

another process, such as the level of crystallization each SM-CaCO3 precipitate has achieved, 

their mineralogy, see section 3.4.5 for further explanation. It is also possible that these groupings 

are a product of precipitation methodology, however, as all SM-CaCO3 solutions were made at 

the same time, and in the same manner, this is unlikely. 

 

3.4.3.: Effect of DIC-H2O equilibration time on 1000'( )&'&(!$)"(  

 Upon comparison of the 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values of aged AM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates 

(Figure 3.8) with re-equilibrated AM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates (Figure 3.14), there was an 

obvious difference in 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values, with aged AM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates yielding 

average 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values of 21.91 ± 0.15 ‰, as compared to the average of 18.14 ± 0.1 

‰ for re-equilibration AM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates (excluding AM-P-ACC-C precipitates). 

To examine the observed difference, a test was performed to check the validity of the 

estimated DIC-H2O equilibration time of 44 days (Section 3.2.1). Three new AM-ACC 

precipitates were prepared using the same AM-CO32--donor parent solution as the one for the 

earlier re-equilibrated AM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates except that the AM-CO32--donor parent 

solution was equilibrated for 86 days (AM•0W•86dEQT•1) or 144 days (AM•0W•144dEQT•1, 

AM•0W•144dEQT•1), as opposed to 75 days for earlier samples. Experimental data and results 

for these precipitates are denoted by the triangle symbol in Table 3.3. Figure 3.14 shows that the 

1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values of AM-ACC precipitates increases with the DIC-H2O equilibration 
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times, but it is unclear with the current data whether this increasing trend in 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water 

towards the equilibrium CO32 value represents disequilibrium in the DIC-H2O system possibly in 

combination with the kinetic isotope effect of rapid and/or non-quantitative precipitation of AM-

ACC precipitates. In addition, it should be also considered that a Na2CO3 chemical with a 

distinct oxygen isotope composition was used to prepare an AM-CO32--donor parent solution for 

each aging or re-equilibration experiments. Though the mole fraction of oxygen contributed by 

the Na2CO3 chemical should have been negligible as compared to the water, the slow rate of 

DIC-water oxygen isotope exchange meant that a significant portion of oxygen in the CO32- still 

bore the oxygen isotope signature of the original Na2CO3 chemical upon ACC precipitation in 

the AM. 

 

3.4.4: Effect of pH & precipitate weight on 1000'( )&'&(!$)"( 

 The 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values of AM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates were unaffected by 

variation in the pH of their antecedent AM-ACC/CaCO3-solutions (Figure 3.9). The variation in 

the 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values of SM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates did not seem to correspond in a 

significant manner with SM-ACC/CaCO3-solution pH. There is slight evidence, contributed by 

approximately 6 samples, that higher pH of SM-ACC/CaCO3-solutions could cause lower 

1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values of SM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates as compared to ones precipitated from 

lower pH SM-ACC/CaCO3 solutions. However, similar 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values are yielded by 

SM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates filtered from lower pH SM-ACC/CaCO3-solutions. Therefore, 

more data is required to confirm this correlation. However, this would fit well with the data from 

corresponding AM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates (see section 3.4.3) whereby the high pH of the AM 

solutions prevented isotope exchange. 
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Furthermore, the 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values of AM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates were not 

apparently correlated with the precipitate weight yielded following drying and grinding (Figure 

3.10). The 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values of SM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates were also not obviously 

correlated with their respective precipitate weights (mg), as shown in Figure 3.10. The reported 

range of precipitate weights of both AM- and SM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates is most likely due to 

sample loss during grinding and weighing owing to the lightweight and fluffy nature of the 

precipitates, meaning they were easily disturbed. In the case of SM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates, 

which were heavier than corresponding AM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates because of the presence of 

silica, the larger range of precipitate weights was also resulted from partial silica dissolution and 

loss during filtration, as crystallization of SM-ACC to SM-CaCO3 would disrupt the interactions 

between silica and ACC, leading to their dissolution in surrounding solution.  

 

3.4.5: Effect of mineralogy on 1000'( )&'&(!$)"( 

 Both the AM- and SM-CaCO3 precipitates started to crystallize from preceding AM- and 

SM-ACC within 1 week of aging in PS (Figures 3.4 & 3.5). Transformation to crystalline CaCO3 

polymorphs had no apparent effect on the isotopic composition of AM-CaCO3 precipitates, and 

this is thought to be a result of rapid transformation to a single mineral, calcite, as well as the 

effect of high pH AM-ACC/CaCO3 solutions that significantly slow down the exchange of 

oxygen isotopes between AM precipitates and solutions. See Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 for 

clarification and details. Conversely, SM-CaCO3 precipitates, which transformed from SM-ACC 

in PS or RS, did vary in their d18O value or 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water, a variance that may be linked to 

the mixed mineralogical character (either calcite and ACC; calcite, aragonite and ACC; or 

calcite, monohydrocalcite and ACC; see Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.12) of the SM-CaCO3 
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precipitates upon crystallization from SM-ACC. Following 2 weeks in PS or RS, SM-CaCO3 

precipitates were mostly calcite with evidence of ACC (Figure 3.5, Figure 3.12). Therefore, it is 

possible that the differences in 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water of SM-CaCO3 precipitates are correlated to the 

degree to which these precipitates have crystallized and their respective mineralogy. Notably, 

when SM-ACC precipitates are freshly precipitated, and immediately vacuum filtered, they 

possess the most consistent 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values (27.67 ± 0.20 ‰ for aging SM-ACC, 27.29 

± 0.15 ‰ for re-equilibration SM-ACC) and this may be linked to the fact that these SM-ACC 

precipitates are entirely ACC, as opposed to a mix of CaCO3 poly(a)morphs. Furthermore, the 

SM stabilizes ACC via isolation of ACC particles in silica envelopes upon precipitation. With 

time in PS or RS, and subsequent filtration, the SM-ACC precipitates within these envelopes will 

be released and crystallize to differing extents. This may also account for the larger degree of 

mineral variability in SM-CaCO3 precipitates. 

 XRD characterization further illustrated the difference in crystallization speed between 

SM-ACC and AM-ACC precipitates. Specifically, SM precipitates took much longer to 

crystallize in solution (either PS or RS). This comparatively slow crystallization to SM-CaCO3 

precipitates via SM-ACC precipitates– exemplified by the lower intensity of crystalline peaks at 

earlier stages of aging in PS or RS on the XRD patterns, as well as the lower solution pH in the 

SM - would have allowed longer oxygen isotope exchange reaction between SM-ACC/SM-

CaCO3 precipitates and PS during crystallization. This is further indicated by the results of the 

re-equilibration experiments (3.3.2). On the contrary, the rapidity with which AM-ACC 

precipitates transformed to AM-CaCO3 precipitates in solution, paired with high solution pH, 

could account for the lack of isotopic variation with time in PS, by disfavouring the isotopic 

exchange (Figure 3.8).  
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Furthermore, SM-CaCO3 precipitates displayed a positive correlation (p < 0.5) between 

δ13C and their 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values (Figure 3.16), a correlation that was not shared by 

corresponding AM-CaCO3 precipitates which did not vary in their δ18O values. This correlation 

may correspond to the extent to which the individual SM-CaCO3 precipitates had crystallized to 

that point, and the time since which they had been released from isolating silica vesicles.  

 

3.4.6: Effect of crystallizing environment on 1000'( )&'&(!$)"( 

 The design of the re-equilibration experiments was meant to mimic conditions in which 

ACC is precipitated in one isotopic environment (i.e., δ18OPS = –6.45 ‰) but crystallized in 

another (i.e., δ18ORS = 9.67 ‰). This could have possible parallels to biological systems in which 

ACC is used as a readily accessible reservoir of constituent CO32- and Ca2+ ions to be released at 

a time and in an environment that differs from its original precipitation site. ACC is, therefore, 

precipitated in PS but transferred to the 18O-enriched RS where transformation to crystalline 

CaCO3 occurs. As with earlier experiments, AM-CaCO3 precipitates (Figure 3.13 - dotted circle 

symbols), which transformed from AM-ACC precipitates in RS, and AM-P-ACC-C precipitates 

(Figure 3.13 - upward-pointed dotted triangles) remained virtually unaffected by this new 

isotopic environment, when compared to the original isotopic composition of the AM-ACC 

precipitates (Figure 3.13 - open circle symbols; 1000lna = 18.50 ± 0.14‰) and AM-CaCO3 

precipitates used as P-ACC-C (1000ln⍺CaCO3-water AM•4W•NS•2 = 21.73 ‰, 

RE•[AM•4W•NS•2]•RS•2W = 21.86 ‰, AM•4W•NS•3 = 21.89 ‰, 

RE•[AM•4W•NS•3]•RS•2W = 22.16 ‰) (Figure 3.13). These results bolster earlier suppositions 

about AM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates’ inability to re-equilibrate (see section 3.3.4 and 3.3.5). SM-

CaCO3 precipitates (dotted square symbols), which had crystallized from SM-ACC precipitates 
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in RS, however, showed a steady increase in 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values with time in RS (Figure 

3.13), suggesting that the precipitates are undergoing oxygen isotope exchange with RS to 

achieve newer isotopic equilibrium with the 18O-enriched RS solution. Although a longer 

experimental period would be required to confirm the establishment of new isotopic equilibrium, 

this indicates both the dynamic oxygen isotope exchange environment of the SM-ACC/CaCO3-

solution, as well as adding to the current body of research that indicates ACC crystallization 

occurs via a dissolution-reprecipitation pathway. If solid-state transformation, instead, was the 

crystallization pathway at play, one would expect to see no discernable change in the isotopic 

composition of the precipitates with time in RS. Furthermore, a slight increase in the 

1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values of SM-P-ACC-C (down-pointing dotted triangles) after 2 weeks in RS 

was also observed, though to a lesser extent (Figure 3.13). This smaller change was likely due to 

the almost complete crystallization of these P-ACC-C precipitates upon their addition to the RS, 

meaning significant isotopic re-equilibration was unlikely to occur. 

 

3.5 Conclusions 

 This study represents the first investigation of oxygen isotope composition of ACC, upon 

initial precipitation by two separate precipitation methods, and as it transforms to crystalline 

forms of CaCO3 in a number of different experimental conditions. Specifically, with time in 

parent solution (PS), and with time in 18O-enriched re-equilibration solution (RS), both of which 

are compared to baseline, immediately filtered ACC. These two post-ACC-treatments were 

purposefully chosen to probe whether ACC can reach oxygen isotope equilibrium with parent 

water, as well as whether the final crystalline CaCO3 precipitates from ACC will carry the 

isotopic signature of its precursor phase, or if the signature will be overwritten during 
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crystallization. Overall, the results of our experiments hint at answers to several of these 

questions and may be valuable in designing future research into the ACC- crystalline CaCO3-

H2O system.  

When the AM was used, the precipitated and immediately filtered AM-ACC bore 

anomalously low 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values, lower even than the equilibrium oxygen isotope 

composition of CO32 (or 1000ln)!#!"#$*"+,-	=	23.71 ‰ from Kim et. al, 2006) This suggests an 

incomplete oxygen isotope equilibration between the primary DIC species in solution (i.e., CO32-

) and water prior to precipitation, in conjunction with possible kinetic effects due to non-

quantitative precipitation of AM-ACC/CaCO3. Furthermore, these values remained the same 

despite aging in PS or RS and concurrent transformation to resultant AM-CaCO3. This could 

imply that this AM-ACC transformed via solid state transformation due to high solution pH. 

Conversely, when the SM was used, the precipitated and immediately filtered SM-ACC 

were found to have much higher 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values that were much closer to that of 

equilibrium calcite. This is especially interesting because this can be considered evidence of 

rapid isotopic exchange between SM-ACC and parent solution during, as well as immediately 

following, precipitation. Typically, upon mixing and immediate filtration from the high pH 

(CO32- dominant) solution, one would expect an SM-ACC precipitate to bear a 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water 

value closer to that of equilibrium CO32- as there has been so little time for the freshly 

precipitated mineral to interact with surrounding solution. This implies that achievement of 

oxygen isotope equilibrium between SM-ACC and PS is not only possible, but very rapid. 

Moreover, with aging in PS SM-CaCO3 precipitates, which had transformed from SM-ACC 

precipitates, hovered around the expected equilibrium calcite value. This rapid isotopic exchange 

is thought to be some combination of the slower crystallization speed of the SM-ACC, the effect 
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of small SM-ACC particle size due to the isolating effect of the silica envelopes, and the lower 

pH relative to the AM, although these suppositions would require further study. Significantly, 

SM-ACC precipitates that were added to the 18O-enriched RS underwent isotopic re-

equilibration with aging time in RS and transformation to SM-CaCO3, seemingly approaching 

oxygen isotope equilibrium with the new solution. This same re-equilibration was seen to a much 

lesser extent when SM-CaCO3 precipitates that had already crystallized (SM-P-ACC-C) were 

added to the RS, indicating that the dynamic isotopic exchange the SM-ACC is capable of is lost 

upon crystallization. 
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Figure 3.1: Experimental stages and goals 
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Figure 3.2: Schematic ACC precipitation, aging post-ACC-treatment and filtration. 
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Figure 3.3: Flow chart indicating definitions of solutions, precipitates, and actions over the course of the 
study  
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Figure 3.4: XRD spectra of aging AM-ACC and AM-CaCO3 precipitates obtained using CuK⍺ radiation 
and measured in relative intensity 
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Figure 3.5: XRD spectra of aging SM-ACC and SM-CaCO3

 precipitates. Obtained using Cu K⍺ radiation 
and measured in relative intensity. 
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of re-equilibration post-ACC-treatment. 
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Figure 3.7: Process of analyzing headspace CO2 with Gas Bench II system. (a) 12 mm Exetainer® vials 
preloaded with approximately 150 µg of carbonate samples, these Exetainer® vials are flushed and filled 
with He gas, eliminating ambient vial air. Following flushing and filling samples are (b) injected with 6-7 
drops of 105 % phosphoric acid (H3PO4) that, once added, slide down the side of the Exetainer® vial, 
allowing them to reach the internal system temperature of 25 ± 0.1 °C. Once the acid has reached the 
carbonate sample (c) the acid reacts with the carbonate to produce CO2 gas. Following ≥ 24 h of reaction 
time this CO2 gas is (d) sampled by the Gas Bench II headspace autosampler and analyzed with respect to 
δ18O and δ13C isotope composition. 
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values with time in parent solution (weeks) for AM-CaCO3 
and SM-CaCO3 precipitates. DIC-water equilibration time for AM/SM-CO3

2--donor parent solution 
indicated in left-hand box. 
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values of AM-ACC/CaCO3 and SM-ACC/CaCO3 
precipitates with AM-ACC/CaCO3-solution and SM-ACC/CaCO3-solution pH 
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values with yielded sample weight (mg) of AM-
ACC/CaCO3 and SM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates. 
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Figure 3.11: XRD spectra of re-equilibration AM-ACC and AM-CaCO3 precipitates. Obtained using Cu 
K⍺ radiation and measured in counts. 
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Figure 3.12: XRD spectra of re-equilibration SM-ACC and SM-CaCO3 precipitates. Obtained using Cu 
K⍺ radiation and measured in counts. 
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values of AM-ACC/CaCO3 and SM-ACC/CaCO3 
precipitates, with time in re-equilibration solution (days). Precipitates are visually differentiated by colour 
based on the parent Na2CO3 chemical used to prepare the AM/SM-CO3

2--donor parent solution and 
differentiated by shape based on precipitation method. The left-hand panel shows the DIC-water 
equilibration time of CO3

2--donor parent solutions. 
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values of AM-ACC precipitates with AM-CO3

2--donor 
parent solution DIC-H2O equilibration time. 
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of crystallization via (A) solid-state transformation vs (B) dissolution-

reprecipitation pathways 
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values with δ13C (VPDB) of AM-ACC/CaCO3 and SM-
ACC/CaCO3 precipitates. 
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APPENDICES 

 
Figures 

 
Figure 3.A1. Comparison of 1000ln⍺CaCO3-H2O of AM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates from the aging post-ACC-
treatment experiment 

 
Figure 3.A2. Comparison of 1000ln⍺CaCO3-H2O of AM-ACC/CaCO3/P-ACC-C precipitates from the re-
equilibration post-ACC-treatment experiment 
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Figure 3.A3. Average 1000ln⍺CaCO3-H2O values and standard deviations for AM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates 
from the aging post-ACC-treatment experiment 
 

 
Figure 3.A4. Comparison of 1000ln⍺CaCO3-H2O of SM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates from the aging post-ACC-
treatment experiment 
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Figure 3.A5. Comparison of 1000ln⍺CaCO3-H2O of SM-ACC/CaCO3/P-ACC-C precipitates from the re-
equilibration post-ACC-treatment experiment 
 
 

 
Figure 3.A6. Average 1000ln⍺CaCO3-H2O values and standard deviations for SM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates 
from the aging post-ACC-treatment experiment 
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Figure 3.A7. XRD pattern for precipitate AM•0W•1, obtained with CuK⍺ radiation. 
 

 
Figure 3.A8. XRD pattern and phase ID for precipitate AM•24H•1, obtained with CuK⍺ radiation. 

AM 
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Figure 3.A9. XRD pattern and phase ID for precipitate AM•24H•2, obtained with CuK⍺ radiation. 

 
Figure 3.A10. XRD pattern and phase ID for precipitate AM•48H•1, obtained with CuK⍺ radiation. 
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Figure 3.A11. XRD pattern and phase ID for precipitate AM•48H•2, obtained with CuK⍺ radiation. 

 
Figure 3.A12. XRD pattern and phase ID for precipitate AM•NS•1W•1, obtained with CuK⍺ radiation. 
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Figure 3.A13. XRD pattern and phase ID for precipitate AM•SH•1W•1, obtained with CuK⍺ radiation. 

 
Figure 3.A14. XRD pattern and phase ID for precipitate AM•SH•1W•2, obtained with CuK⍺ radiation. 
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Figure 3.A15. XRD pattern for precipitate SM•0W•1, obtained with CuK⍺ radiation. 

 
Figure 3.A16. XRD pattern and phase ID for precipitate SM•24H•1, obtained with CuK⍺ radiation. 
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Figure 3.A17. XRD pattern and phase ID for precipitate SM•24H•2, obtained with CuK⍺ radiation. 

 
Figure 3.A18. XRD pattern and phase ID for precipitate SM•48H•1, obtained with CuK⍺ radiation. 
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Figure 3.A19. XRD pattern and phase ID for precipitate SM•48H•2, obtained with CuK⍺ radiation. 

 
Figure 3.A20. XRD pattern and phase ID for precipitate SM•1W•NS•1, obtained with CuK⍺ radiation. 
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Figure 3.A21. XRD pattern and phase ID for precipitate SM•1W•NS•2, obtained with CuK⍺ radiation. 
 

 
Figure 3.A22. XRD pattern and phase ID for precipitate SM•1W•SH•1, obtained with CuK⍺ radiation. 
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Figure 3.A23. XRD pattern and phase ID for precipitate SM•1W•SH•2, obtained with CuK⍺ radiation. 
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

4.1: Principal Findings 

 This study represents, to the best of our knowledge, the first direct comparison of ACC-

precipitation methods in their ability to stabilize ACC, their effect on crystallization, and their 

effect on oxygen isotope composition and evolution. Two methods, the Alkaline Method (AM) 

and Silica Method (SM), were used to precipitate ACC. These precipitation methods were both 

intended to stabilize ACC and prevent its transformation to crystalline CaCO3. While the AM 

used high concentrations of NaOH in the AM-CO32-
-donor parent solution to raise the pH of the 

precipitating solution, the SM stabilized ACC by surrounding ACC particles with an isolating 

layer of silica as they precipitated. The AM was less effective at maintaining ACC in parent 

solution, and AM-ACC predictably transformed to calcite within days. The SM was more 

effective in stabilizing ACC in solution and even upon crystallization typically resulted in less 

stable polymorphs of CaCO3, often with some ACC still present after 2 weeks. Interestingly, 

when immediately filtered AM- and SM-ACC-precipitates were allowed to crystallize in air, the 

AM-ACC precipitates remained fully amorphous for longer than the SM-ACC precipitates, 

although these same AM-ACC precipitates transformed completely to calcite before the SM-

ACC precipitates.  

 AM- and SM-ACC also differed significantly in terms of their oxygen isotope 

fractionation with their respective parent solution, or 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water, both immediately 

following precipitation and filtration, and with time aging in PS and concurrent crystallization. 

AM-ACC precipitates and subsequent AM-CaCO3 precipitates maintained smaller 1000ln⍺CaCO3-

water values than that for equilibrium CO32-
, that hardly varied with time in PS or RS, indicating 

both incomplete DIC-water equilibration in the AM-CO32-
-donor parent solution, as well as 
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possible kinetic isotope effects from non-quantitative AM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitation. This also 

indicates possible crystallization of AM-ACC via solid-state transformation. Addition of freshly 

precipitated AM-ACC precipitates to 
18

O-enriched RS yielded similar results, and the resultant 

AM-CaCO3 precipitates underwent no apparent oxygen isotope exchange with the RS. 

Subsequent investigation was performed to determine whether these low 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water 

values were due to non-quantitative precipitation of AM-ACC precipitates, or disequilibrium in 

the DIC-H2O system. It was found that the latter was the main reason for the low 1000ln⍺CaCO3-

water values of the AM-ACC/AM-CaCO3 precipitates during ACC crystallization. The initial 

estimate of 44 days as sufficient for oxygen isotope DIC-H2O equilibration, as extrapolated from 

Beck et al. (2005), was likely not applicable to the very high pH of the AM-CO32-
-donor parent 

solution. 

 SM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates yielded significantly different 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values, 

despite being treated identically to corresponding AM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates. Upon 

immediate precipitation and filtration, SM-ACC precipitates were consistently found to have 

1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values at or near the expected equilibrium oxygen isotope fractionation factor 

for calcite and water at 25 ˚C, as published by Kim & O’Neil, (1997). With time aging in PS 

SM-CaCO3 precipitates, which had transformed from antecedent SM-ACC precipitates, bore 

1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values that, though quite variable, remained close to this value. Furthermore, 

when freshly precipitated SM-ACC was added to 
18

O-enriched RS, there was a clear oxygen 

isotope re-equilibration with the RS as the SM-ACC transformed to SM-CaCO3. This re-

equilibration during ACC crystallization occurred to a much smaller degree with SM-P-ACC-C 

samples, which had mostly crystallized upon being introduced to RS.  
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These results are significant in several ways. First, the high initial 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water 

values of SM-ACC precipitates indicates the possibility that oxygen isotope exchange between 

SM-ACC and parent solution was very rapid. Upon immediate precipitation and filtration, one 

would expect 1000ln⍺CaCO3-water values that reflect oxygen isotope equilibrium between the 

primary DIC species in parent solution, in this case CO32-
, and water. However, the data clearly 

indicates that SM-ACC precipitates and parent solution underwent a rapid oxygen isotope 

exchange in the short time between the point of actually precipitation and complete isolation 

from PS by vacuum filtration. Second, SM-ACC precipitates were far more capable of 

undergoing oxygen isotope re-equilibration with RS than SM-P-ACC-C precipitates.  

  

4.2: Candidate’s contribution to the field 

 The candidate carried out the majority of all experimental procedures and analyses 

outlined in this study. These include preparation of all parent solutions, as well as the 

performance of all precipitations and filtrations. Initial XRD analyses were performed by the 

candidate with assistance by experts, however, due to COVID-19 restrictions, the majority of 

later XRD characterizations were carried out either by Victoria Jarvis, Maureen Fitzpatrick, or 

Jim Britten of the McMaster Analytical X-Ray Diffraction (MAX) facility. All subsequent XRD 

pattern analyses were conducted by the candidate. All carbonate and water sample preparations 

and analyses via CF-IRMS were carried out by the candidate in McMaster Research Group of 

Stable Isotopologues (MRIS) at McMaster University, as well as subsequent data correction and 

analyses. The candidate wrote the entirety of this thesis with the invaluable guidance and 

editorial assistance of the candidate’s supervisor, Dr. Sang-Tae Kim. 
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 There has been a great deal of interest in ACC as a precursor phase in biomineralization, 

and furthermore, how it effects the isotopic composition of the final biomineral it transforms into 

(Addadi et al., 2003; Pérez-Huerta & Fred, 2010; Weiner et al., 2003). Knowledge regarding 

how an ACC precursor phase effects the isotopic composition of a resultant biomineral can 

denote whether these calcium carbonate deposits can be used as accurate proxies of their 

precipitation environments (Aizenberg et al., 2003; Mass et al., 2017; Pérez-Huerta & C. Fred, 

2010). Furthermore, ACC precursor phases have often been cited as possible culprits for the vital 

effect (e.g., Devriendt et al., 2017; Erez, 1978; Saenger & Wang, 2014), a kinetic isotope 

signature of biological original which obscures any proxy data a biogenic carbonate may have 

offered (Erez, 1978; Simkiss, 1991; Ziveri et al., 2003). It is, therefore, important to determine 

whether ACC precipitation as a precursor phase can indeed impart these kinetic isotope 

signatures, or if the source of the vital effect lies elsewhere. 

 The results of this thesis research may shed light upon both of these long-standing 

questions in geochemistry. First, this study offers additional proof that ACC transforms to 

crystalline CaCO3 via a dissolution-reprecipitation reaction. Overall, this indicates that if 

biomineralizing organisms precipitate ACC as a precursor phase, given certain precipitation 

conditions, this ACC can re-equilibrate with surrounding water as it dissolves to constituent ions 

prior to re-precipitation as a crystalline CaCO3 biomineral. Therefore, CaCO3 biominerals 

produced by organisms known to precipitate ACC precursors cannot be dismissed out of hand as 

feasible sources of paleoclimatic proxies. Furthermore, this study indicates that, under certain 

precipitation conditions, ACC equilibration with water may be far more rapid than crystalline 

CaCO3 and water. Therefore, rather than marking subsequent biominerals with a kinetic isotope 
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signature, biogenic CaCO3 that has transformed from an ACC precursor may be more likely to 

precipitate in isotopic equilibrium with surrounding water. 

Another long-standing question regarding the ACC to CaCO3 crystallization system is 

whether the final crystalline CaCO3 would reflect the isotopic environment in which ACC 

precipitated, or the isotopic environment in which ACC crystallized (e.g., Dietzel et al., 2020; 

Mavromatis et al., 2017; Purgstaller et al., 2016; Schmidt et al., 2005). The results of the re-

equilibration treatment indicate that, when ACC is precipitated by the SM in PS, and 

subsequently added to RS, oxygen isotope exchange occurred and resulted in SM-CaCO3 

precipitates that appeared to be approaching oxygen isotope with their new environment (i.e., the 

RS from the PS). Conversely, when SM-CaCO3 precipitates which had already mostly 

crystallized (i.e., SM-P-ACC-C) were added to the RS, isotopic re-equilibration occurred to a 

much smaller extent. Parallels may be drawn between these two scenarios and biomineralizing 

pathways. Specifically, the isotopic composition of the ACC precursor can be overwritten during 

ACC transformation to crystalline CaCO3. However, once the ACC has crystallized, further 

isotopic exchange is much slower. Isotope fractionation similar in direction and magnitude to 

vital effects were seen in this study with AM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates, however, these were 

seemingly also a result of high pH precipitation and crystallization environments of the AM-

ACC/CaCO3-solutions  

Therefore, given sufficiently low pH and in the absence of other mitigating factors, the 

final isotopic composition of a CaCO3 precipitate that transforms via an ACC phase seems to be 

dependent upon the isotopic conditions of the crystallization environment, rather than the ACC-

precipitation environment. However, above this threshold the precipitated ACC and subsequent 

crystalline CaCO3 will bear low isotopic signatures as a result of the high solution pH 
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significantly reducing solubility of the precipitated ACC/CaCO3 phase to the point that very little 

isotopic exchange occurs, and crystallization proceeds via solid state transformation rather than 

dissolution-reprecipitation. These results indicate that the ACC precursor phase may, depending 

on the precipitation method, account for the low stable isotope compositions, or vital effects, 

noted in some biogenic CaCO3.  

 

4.3: Areas for Future Research 

 Although this study offered a great deal of insight into the crystallization and isotopic 

dynamics of the ACC-parent solution system, there is still a great deal of work necessary. First 

and foremost, shorter timescales following ACC-precipitation are required. Aging in PS for 

minutes and hours following ACC-precipitation, rather than weeks, may offer a better 

understanding into whether ACC can reach isotope equilibrium with its surrounding solution. 

These shorter periods may also provide further evidence regarding the rapid ACC-water 

equilibration indicated by data from this study. Conversely, longer periods in re-equilibration 

solution are called for to determine whether full re-equilibration with the 
18

O enriched solution is 

possible. The study by Giuffre et al. (2015) found that an increased ratio of solution to Mg-ACC 

mitigated the precursor’s isotopic effect on the final Mg-calcite. In this vein, altering the relative 

fractions of ACC to PS or RS may also be important to a more robust understanding of the 

isotopic dynamics, and have connotations for biological systems that biomineralize CaCO3 via 

an ACC precursor. 

The AM was revealed by this study to be a poor candidate for stable isotope research, as 

the high pH environment of precipitation and crystallization seemed to allow negligible isotopic 

exchange between AM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates and water. Therefore, the use of alternative 
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ACC precipitation methods could instead be used in conjunction with the SM to compare their 

effects on the isotopic composition of precipitated ACC, ACC’s ability to achieve isotopic 

equilibrium with surrounding water, and ACC’s isotopic evolution as it transforms to a 

crystalline polymorph of CaCO3. However, the results yielded by AM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates 

do hint at an extreme dependence of isotopic composition and re-equilibration upon solution pH. 

Several species of coral (e.g., Al-Horani et al., 2003; Venn et al., 2011), and foraminifera (De 

Nooijer et al., 2009; Köhler-Rink & Kühl, 2007), are known to promote calcification by 

elevating pH at the site of precipitation relative to seawater, some of which share similar isotope 

signatures to AM-CaCO3 precipitates (Devriendt et al., 2017). This may offer some avenues of 

study into how the precipitation of ACC precursor phases may contribute to vital effects found in 

marine sediments. 

 The SM proved more successful as a candidate for studying the stable isotope 

composition and evolution of ACC, however, refinements upon SM methodology may offer a 

clearer picture. First, washing SM precipitates more thoroughly with DI water to remove all 

silica may allow for more complete and predictable crystallization, which may reduce the 

isotopic variability seen among SM CaCO3 precipitates. Moreover, it may be beneficial to assess 

the effect of silica concentration upon the isotopic composition of ACC and the crystalline 

CaCO3 it transforms into. The effect of temperature upon SM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates is also a 

worthy candidate for further study. Moreover, increasing the pH of the parent solution could 

shed further light on whether SM-ACC/CaCO3 precipitates were able to re-equilibrate due only 

to lower pH, or by some combination of lower pH and the isolating silica vesicles. 

 Along with these research possibilities, drawing direct parallels between synthetic ACC 

and CaCO3 precipitates and similarly precipitated biogenic ACC and CaCO3 is also an important 
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next step. While synthetic precipitations under rigorously controlled laboratory conditions are 

vital to our understanding of the rules underlying stable isotope exchange, it is just as important 

to investigate how these isotope exchange dynamics manifest themselves in existing biological 

systems. For example, ACC and CaCO3 precipitated via the SM might be compared to biogenic 

ACC precipitated in certain angiosperms known to precipitate ACC stabilized by silica in small 

calcified bodies called Cystoliths (Gal et al., 2010).  Moreover, the use of macromolecules, 

proteins, and additives from biogenic ACC producers could be used in vitro to study the isotopic 

evolution of the resultant ACC and CaCO3 precipitates.   
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